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Pha~e •• - The Dobbs-Carlson Presidential Ticket 
of the Socialist Workers Party 

Capitalism's Cho.ice: Ruinous 
War or Depression 

ALTHOUGH THE CAPITALIST SPOKESMEN 
hlirled particularly rabid anathemas upon Marxism on the 
lOOth anniversary of the Communist Manifesto, they all 
~eized upon one excerpt of the manifesto as proof of ,the 
contin~inghealth and viability of the capitalist system. 
~arx, paid tribute to capitalism in its prime as follows: 

The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred 
years, has created more massive and more colpssal crea
tive productive forces than have all the preceding gener
ations together. Subjection of Nature's forces. to man, 
~achinery, application of chemistry to industry and agri
cultu.re, ~team-navigation, railways, electric telegraphs, 
clearinl of whole continents for cultivation, canaijzation 
of rivers, whole populati,ons conjured out of the ground -
what earlier century had even a presentment that such 
productive forces slumbered in the lap ~f social labor? 

Now that capitalism is in its death agony its apologists 
go back 100 yeats to quote from the encomium of Marx. 
But even during the healthy and progressive stage of 
capitalism, Marx was able to forsee its doom.' Three 
paragra'phs . following the above passage, Marx predicts 
the growing convulsions of the capitalist system. 

The c~nditions of bourgeois society \ are too, narrow 
to comprise the wealth created by them. And how does the 

'bourgeoisie get over these crises? On the one hand by 
enforced· dest,-uction of a mass of productive forces; on 
the other, by the conquest of new Illarkets, and by a more 
thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say, by 
paving the way for more extensive and destructive crises, 
and by diminishing the means whereby crises are pre
vented. 

No one can refute this accurate analysis today. The 
periodic crises Quring the rise of capitalism bear ,eloquent 
testimony to this keen forecast: But even Marx un
derestimated the depths of the eventual degeneration of 
capitalism. TlJat' was undoubtedly due, to his belief that 
the working class wpuld destroy the system before it 
reached the abysmal degradation in which it finds itself 
today: With the inclusion of the entire planet in the orbit 

of capitalism there are no longer any new markets to 
conquer. Thus the twofold operation of extricating itself 
from crises, namely, the conquest of new markets and the 
enforced destruction of mass prodUctive forces, have to be 
limited mainly to the latter. 

The first world war Jilarked the end of the upswing 
of the capitalist system. By 1913, capitalism had achieved 
its destined function. Despite its vicious exploitation of 
the working class,.' arid especially of the colonial peoples, 
the productive forces of society developed at an accelerated 
pace, adding to the wealth of, the world.' What the capital
ists themselves admitted, and what the'liberals and reform
'ists hoped to rectify, \Vis the concentration, of this wealth 
in the hands of fewer and fewer monopolists, But onCe the 
limits of its markets has been reached,. there was no 
alternative for the survival of capitalism" except to embark 
on an orgy of destruction of the productive forces. Since 
the capitalists of one country could expand their marke~s 
and fields for investment only at the expense of the capital
ists of a rival power, war now became the 10gi~aI outcome 
of capitalism. For capItalism: in general, and each national 
section of the capitalists in particular must expand or die. 
Thus the intensified international struggle for a diminish
ing marke,t led to two world wars, with a third in the 
effing', 

BU1"EVEN THIS DISMAL SITUATION FAILS TO' 
t~ ke full cognizance of the terrific crisis facing capitalism. 
So vast are the productive forces developed by capitalism 
and'so limited has the world ma'rket become, that the util
ization of the 'productive forces for unproductive purposes 
has b~come an integral part of the program of the capital
ists in order to stave off their immediate doom, only of 
course to lead· to a more bloody and cataclysmic death in 
the future. 

Dtstruction 'of the productive forces is an inevitable 
attribute of war, War is also the means through which 
the· victoriotis capitalists expand at the expense of their 
rivals. Qestruction is brought about not by design but as 
the result of the struggle for maste, y. 

The devasta~ion of the first VI )rld war' prdduced 
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sCAt-cities throughout the world. During the first few.post
war yea.rs the productive forces were utilized to meet these 
scarcities within the limits of a reduced purchasing pQwer. 
'the advantages accruing to American capitalism, which 
emerged for the first time as a creditor nation, enabled it 
to continue fo accelerate its prod~ctive forces along orthodox 
Hoes after the scarcities caused, by the war were eliminated. 
Jlut only for a brief period of time, ending in the 1929 
depr~ssion. Even this short flurry was due to the fact that 
American industry aided Europe with loa.ns which were 
never, repaid. Once the (Iepression was underway there 
could be nQ emergence frQm it in the usual pattern of th~ 
past. The productive machine was so buge and the faith 
in further capitalist expansion was so shaken that private 
enterprise no longer dared to invest its funds for the 
rehabilitation and growth of the productive forces. J t 
required the prepa.ration for' the Second \Vorld War to 
permit capitalism to fmiction without the existencc of mil
lions of unemployed. 

World \Va~ I I saw havoc on a far more devastating 
scale than World War I. The new engines of destruction 
required more labor power and more raw materials, thus 
brit1gin8 abQut tremendo~s scarcities and imposing huge 
neW sacrifices Qn the people. The present post-war boom 
likewise depcnds upon continuing scarcity. But now more 
than after the first world war, the boom was made possible 
by the staggering amount of goods and doHars spent with
out al1Y prospect of a return in 'the various countries of 
the world. 

But the scarcities caused by \Vorld War II are, prac
tically filled within the more limited purchasing power 
nQw prevailing. The steep commodity decline six weeks 
ago was a ~arning signal that . the. post-war boom was 
Hearing its end. There is only one way left to stave off 
the ~vil day-as was done a decade ,ago-by preparation 
for World War II I. Thus, less th~n three years after the 
end of hostilities, we are already in the midst of prepara
tion for a new world slaughter. 

The ne"t cycle has already beg!Jn. J t is now only a 
question of time before war becomes a reality, unless, of 
course, revolution breaks the chains of this vicious circle 
and destroys the capitalist system. 

W~r preparations today differ from those in the past. 
Previously preparation for war was not regarded as, an 
integral ,part of preserving the capitalist system. I t was a 
genuine preparati?n for the war itself~ \Vhilc there is as 
much desire for "prep<;lredncss" today, there is also a 
conscious realization that war preparation serves a~ a 
prop'to keep the country from a devastating depression. 
It has, therefore become an end in itself in preserving the 
capitalist system. 

This was fully revealed by the action of the stock 
market following President Truman's address to Congress. 
For a period of six weeks the markets and business were 
in a period of ,-uncertainty as to whether the post-war boom 
was at an eltd. It was the consciollS plan to step up 

preparations for the, next war that gave ~he ,markets their 
stimulus. War hysteria was caused by Truman and Marshall 
for the purpose of panicking the country into supporting 
war preparation. Undoubtedly in addition to the unfolding 
demands of their Hcold war" against the Kremlin they 
were motivated by fear of a depression which at this time 
would place, this country in a less favorable position 
vis-a-vis the Sovie't Union. 

THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM HAS COMPLETELY 
outlived its useful function. Today it can continue to survive 
only by producing laq~er and larger instruments of destruc
tion. J t can contiilUe only by means of war, preparation for 
,var' and production to compensate for what it destroys. It 
can contillue only by living off the wealth produced by 
former generations. The capitalists themselves have no 
faith in it. They must improvise war preparatiol~s-and 
then attempt to plunge the nation into another imperialist 
blood bath-in order to keep it alive although they arc 
aware that the remedy is further undermining the very 
foundations of the system. 

But even for the execution of these plans, the capitalist 
rulers are compelled more and more to rely on the in
dustrial workers for productive capacity and military 
service. I-Iere is their Achilles heel. 

Devastating war or devastating depression! 'rhat's the 
(jniy real alternative left to' capitalism. Either one will 
sound its death knell. One hundred years after its publica
tion, the "inexorable doom predicted by the Communist 
Manifesto hangs: over this system in the most literal sense 
of the word. With the same irrefutable logic, Marx and 
Engels demonstrated in the Manifesto that the working 
class alone must become the gravedigger of capitalism. 

To aid the working class in this task, to dedicate all 
energy to preparation for its socialist revolution is the only 
realistic perspective, today. Socialism alone can save 
humanity from its present dilemma and open up n~~w 
vistas of progress. On the hundredth anniversary of the 
Communist Manifesto, we have every right to be confident 
in the power of the working class and in its social.ist 
victory. 

Washington's 'Cold War' Moves Into 
Its Decisive Military Phase 

TilE "COLD WAR" AGAINST THE USSR +-IAS 
moved into its c.lccisive military phase. This is the sober 
editorial evaluation made by the New York Times of 
President Truman's St. Patrick's Day address to the joint 
~ession of Congress, and the important legislative meas': 
lIres resulting from it. Other spokesmen have presented a 
more partisan interpretation of Washington's belligerence. 
Truman was charged by the New' York News, with creating 
wa~' hysteria as an electoral' maneuver designed to save 
his dwindling political fortunes, particularly in his disinte
grating Democratic Party. Such a motive is certainly not 
beyond the main product. and pride of the Pendergast 
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machine. But it could not have played more than a minor 
role. The quick bi-partisan support given in Congtess to 
his demand for an immediate draft and related measures 
shows that the basic decision was made by \Vall Street, 
and transmitted through the White House. 

The Big Business oligarchy ruling the United States 
made up their mind some time ago to choose the road to 
\Var. The immediate pretexts for ·the speed-up of their 
war preparations have been furnished by the rebruary 
couf> of the Stalinists in Czechoslovakia, the threat of an 
election \-ictory for the Communist Party and its Socialist 
ally in Italy on April 18, and the dangerous strengthening 
of the Kremlin's positions in Eutope as a whole during 
recent months. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S C. P. ATTAINED complete 
domination of the government by a combination of drastic 
police measures .and lIn leashed, but q.l'efully controlled, 
mass action for. new and more thoroughgoing nationaliza
tion proposals and agrarian reforms. Led by Premier 
Gottwald, the C. P. bureaucracy pressured the reluctant 
Social Democracy into a bloc with it. This coalition with 
the Socialists gave Gottwald a legal majority within the 
framework of bourgeois p~rliamentarism, which left the 
Czech capitalists politically helpless. Their spokesmen, 
headc(l by President Benes, capitulated after a short-lived, 
feeble resistance. 

\\lhile retaining, but in greatly reduced measure, eco
nomic positions,' the business interests of the country ,vcre 
left with nothing more than the merest shadow of author
ity in the state. The "National Front" established at 
Kosice in 19-+5 by the Stalin-Benes pact, which served 
for almost three years as the major class-collaboration 
machinery, has become a hollow shell. All real power in 
it is noW wielded by Stalinism. The strongest industriaJ 
bourgeoisie in Eastern Eurqpe prpved as fragile a sup
port for \Vall Street's "cold" war against the Kremlin as 
the agrarian reactionaries in Poland, Bulgaria, Roumania 
ur Hungary. This "bridge between \Vest and ~ast" col
I~lpsed like the thinnest of; plank-boards. Alarmed, \Vash
ington reacted to the coup in Czechoslovalda with the 
t\'ildest anti-Soviet propaganda campaign to date. 

TilE IIEAVY SHADOWS CAST OYER ITALY 
have aggravated its fears still more. In Czechoslovakia, 
from their key government posts, the Kremlin's henchmen 
resorted to police measures supplemented by controlled 
mass actions .. I n Italy on the other hand, Stalinism has 
been advancing in accord with the tqditional rules of 
bourgeois democracy. Togliatti and Neon'i, the C.P.-S.P. 
leaders, have been ousted from the government, while the 
police and army remain l1rmly in control of the State 
Department's reliable Christian Democrat, Premier de 
Gasperi. No' "Action Committees" are as yet in evidence 
in Rome, as they were in Prague. 

However, there is an electoral "Democratic Front of 
the People," made up· of Stalinists and Nenni Socialists, 

with a few individual bourgeois politicians for decoration. 
This bloc has beell sweeping by-elections and s~ems headed 
for a substantia,l vote on April 18. 

Thus the postwar structur'e built up by Wall Street's 
statesmen in \Vestern Europe is beginning to crumble be
fore th~.ir eyes. All the heavy loans and grants to that 
part of the world appear to be indeed an "Operation 
Rathole." Even the power of the Holy See seems to have 
been enlisted in vain. The Bishops' instructions to the 
clergy 'to deny absolution to professed Communists" meet 
with no greater effect than the U. S. Attorney Gen'cral's 
declaration that HJ talians who join the Communist Party 
never will be permitted ~o immigrate to the United State~." 
And Italy is an overwhelmingly Catholic country which 
for years has found an outlet for its '''overpopulation'' 
through our shores. 

On top of warnings from the Marshall Planners that 
"there would be no further question of assistance" in case 
of a Stalinist victory, . a 'diplomatic stroke of genius has 
been added. Th~ much-di~puted port of Trieste~ Hinter
nationaIi;lCd" under the terms of the Italian "peace" treaty. 
has been generously proffered as a colossal election br'ibe 
to the strong nationalistic sentiment. The U. S., Britain, 
and I:;rance have "appealed" to the USSR for treaty re
vision in respect to Trieste. This has immediately raised 
the following ~ et:nbarrassing questions: 'Vhy should not 
the regions of Tende and. Brigue, seized by France, and 
the former Italian colohies in North Africa, seized by 
Britain under the same "peace" settlement, be ]i1<ewiSc 
H:turned to Italy? \\lhy Trieste alone, in which Stalin's 
lVlarshall Tito of Yugoslavia has merely a toe-hold? 

TI lIS BRA?EN INTERVENTtON 01; Al\1ERICAN 
imperialism in the internal affairs of a foreign country 
has. not been \vithout effect. But even the most hopeful 
observcrs do not think it enough to turn the tidc. The' 
Times correspondent in Rome explain why: 

"Many Italian worl<el's," he writes on ~arch 14, "have 
no love for"the Communists (Stalinists) but. _. distrust 
all othel~ parties which they regard as capitalist." The 
"Socialist" Party of Saragat, which is in the de Gaspcri 
government, has lost out because of its rollaboratiol1 with 
the capitalists, the writer PQ)nts out. The workers, tired 
of capitalism, wanta· newsp~ialist ol:der. The p~~sants 
want land and the Stalinists have been lavish with pro
mises to break up the big estatcs, S0111e of which belong 
to high church dignitaries and the Yatican itself. Final
ly:. "The Communists have somehow succeeded in con
vincing the wor~in~ classes that 'Wall Street' is deter
mined to make war on Russia at all costs." 

This anti-capitalist sentiment is the powerful under
lying current swirling through Europe. Neither loans and 
gifts to .the capitalists of that continent, nor the con
centration of U.S. naval armadas in the Mediterranean, 
shows of aviation power- over industr'ial cities, and the 
promises of the Marshall Plan have succeeded in arresting 
it. The economic cri~is has worsened, the profiteers have 
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continued to thrive while the lot of the working people 
has steadily deteriorated. That is why the masses are' so 
determined to destroy the system which for them has 
meant only starvation, insecurity and war. 

The Kremlin and its lackeys turn this situation to 
their profit so 19n9 as independent mass revolutionary 
parties do not arise to challenge them. But thi~ same 
ferment of rebellion strikes consternation in .Moscow no 
less than' in \Vashington. For, despite repeated betrayals, 
the scope of class struggle is becoming vaster ,.lnd may 
pass beyond the Kremlin's control. 

STAL,IN'S FEAR OF THE MASSES IS ONLY 
tempered by his fear of the military might of American 
capitalism. He carefully restricts utilization of' the re
volutionary sentiments and aspirations of the workers and 
peasants in Western, Europe within the channel of bour
geois democracy and its parliamentary structure. The 
consolidation of his strategic positions by this means is' 
accompanied by constant feelers for another deal wit h 
Washington. ' 

But \Vall Street has rejected the Kremlin's overtures. 
It is disturbed by the ease with which the Stalinists are 
able to use the machinery of bankrupt bourgeois demo
cracy in one country after another. To preserve their 
system of privilege and oppression, the monopolists aim 
at nothing less than complete capitulation by the Kremlin 
and the complete crushing of the inherently revolutionary 
mass movements Stalinism exploits. 

This is the essence of the fateful dedsion announced 
in l'ruman's St. Patrick's Day speech and driven home 
by the sUbseqtlent acts of Congress. 

THE KIND OF TOTALITARIANISM THIS signifies 
for Europe has already been made clear by the backing 
given to de Gaulle and the Greek monarchy. It has been 
even more shamelessly undersc::ored by the attemPJ of the 
House of Representatives, at the instigation of the Brass 
Hats, to include 'Franco Spain in the ERP (Marshall 

I 

Plan) Bill as u a potential ally in any future war' against 
the Soviet Union." This was deferred only q,ecause the 
State, Department feared that such a" provision would 
Hhurt our argument that the ERP was 'a bill to promote 
democracy and peace." (N. Y. Times, March 31). 

I n testimony before the Senate· Armed Services Com
mittee on March 29, HElder Statesman" Bernard Baruch 
set forth a program of outright totalitarianism for the 
United States itself. uAlP war bas become total wa'r." he 
declared in demanding forced labor, wage freezing and 
,111 expanded American Gestapo. ItOtbers will protest 
that the measures J have proposed depart from it/ree en
terprise" and are methods of tbe police state." The sole 
reassurance he offered to them \vas that the projected 
police state would be "temporary!" 

Such is the policy and perspective of the U.S. r~ling 
class today. This is what the labor bureaucracy, in its 
support of the ERP and the war drive, commit them-

selves to. But this cou rse rUlls contrary to the basic neeqs 
and aspirations of the American masses. The conservative 
printers as well as the militant miners, the burly packing 
house workers in Chicago and the stock exchange clerks 
in \\/a11 Street ,itself are demonstrating by their strike 
:letion,' their will and capacity to ·combat the capitalists 
on the economic field today. The \vide-spread rejection of 
'('ruman within the clq and the AFL is a sign that this 
:-;truggle can SOOI1 be extended into the political .arena. 

TilE TROTSKYISTS BASE THEMSELVES UPON 
the inevitable unfolding of this fighting spirit of the Amer
ican workers. I n the "Theses on the American Revolij
tion" adopted by its 1946 convention, the Socialist Work
ers Party counterposed its revo!utioRary perspective and 
policy to the war plans of monopoly capitalism. 

. Theimpen<iing economic paroxysms must, under the 
existing' conditions, pass inexorably into the social and 
political crisis of American capitalif4m, posing in its courRe 
pointblank' the question of who shall be the master in 
th,e land. In their mad drive to conquer and enslave the 
entire world the American monopolists are today pre
paring war against the Soviet Union. This war program, 
which may be 'brought to a head by a crisis or. the fear 
of a crisis at home, will meet with incalculable 'obstacles 
and difficulties. A war will not solve the internal difficult~ 
ies of American imperialism but will rather sharpen and 
compUcate them. Such a war will meet with fierce resist
ance not only by the peoples of the USSR, but also by the 
European and colonial masses who do not want to be 
the slaves of Wall Stre~t. At home the fiercest resistatlce 
will be generated. Wall Street's war drive, aggravating 
the social crisis, may under certain condition actually 
precipitate it. In any case, another war will not cancel 
out the socialist alternative to capitalism but only pose 
it more sharply. The workers' struggJe for power in the 
U.S. is not a perspective ;of a distant and hazy future but 
the realistic program of our epoch. 

A Momentous Decision: First S. W. p. 
Presidential Campaign 

ON FEBRUARY 21-23 THE NATIONAL COMMIT
tee of the Socialist Workers Party held plenary sessions 
in order to discuss and decide party policy in the light of 
the new an.d critical international and . domestic . events. 
The Plenum discussion, in which N.C. members from all 
parts of the country fully participated, _centered around the 
political needs of American labor and the party's tasks in 
this connection. 

The key decision of the Plenum was to run SWP 
candidates on a nattonal tick'et in the 1948 elections, with' 
Farrell Dobbs and Grace Carlson as 'the presidential and 
vice - presidential candidates respectively. 'Fhese nomina
tions will be presented for ratification to the SWP Na
tional Convention scheduled for early July. 

To understand the vital importance of this decision it 
should be placed within the broad framework of the class 
struggle as it is taking place today in the United States. 

THE CURRENT DOMESTIC SITUATION IS 
characterized by a glaring discrepancy. On the one hand, 
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labor plays in the life of this country a colossal social r01e 
because of the specific weight and vast power of. its trade 
union organizations. On the other, there is labor's almost 
total lack of independent political strength and organiza
tion. \Vithout exaggeration it can be said that this is the 
greatest single contradiction in American society. 

This contradiction cannot remain' m'lresolved inde
finitely. It underlies the developing political crisis of the 
American working class. A decade ago, when the CIO 
was born, ,~ latent political crisis resulted. This l~ltl'nt 
volitical crisis, aggravated by \VorId \Var I I and by the 
,post-wardevclopments, is· now beginning to erupt into the 
open. 

On the surface, the political relationship of forces at 
home appears unchanged. American labor seems to be 
~iS dcer>ly mired in passiyity imd stagnation. as has been 
the case in the past. But this is only a superficial appear
ance of things.' The reality is quite different. Tremendous 
political ferment permeates ever broader layers of workers. 
Tod.lY, there arc three programs contending. for supremacy 
in the ranks of American labor. 

TI IE FI RST IS TI-IE PROGRAM OF PERPETUAT
i~1g the political. st~tus quo, whereby the workers remain in 
political bondage to capitalism. This is the program of the 
cJficial union leaders who are frantically trying to keep 
labor shackled to the existing two-party system. Today 
this is far more difficuit to accomplish than at. any time 
since. the rise of tL1C cia. 

The post-war discontent of the workers with the bi
partisan adniinistration has grown by leaps and bounds. 
Under the impact of the crisis of world capitalism, the two-: 
party set-up shows unmistakable srgns of crumbling. This 
is reflected on the one side by the growing unpopularity 
of Trumall, and, on the other, by the emergence of· the 
\\i allace movement. . 

F~eling the ground slipping from under their feet, the 
trade union leaders are 'now hoping for some miracle that 
will save the Democratic Party. They do not know how 
they will able to deliver the labor v()te if Truman is de
signated as the Democratic presidential' ~andidate. The 
top leaders hesitate to come out openly for Truman as 
'they used to do for Roosevelt. A \ group of "dissidents" 
tied u'p \\'ith the anti-\\'allace capifalist liberals and with 
'the Social Democratic Federation are already/beginning 
to raise their voices in a clamor against Truman and in 
i'a vor of some other candidate (preferably Eisenhower!). 

Meanwhile Murray and Reuther keep stalling. ' They 
.. l;>uthanno~lI1ce dCll'iagogically that they ar~ in favor: of a 
iabor party - but not in 1948! By dangling this promIse 
ot a labor party in some unforeseeable future before the 
workers, they hope to lure them once again into supporting 
the ,presidential ticket of the Democratic Party. This sub
terfuge, so successful in hoodwinking the workers in the 
past, will become mO,re and more untenable as the 'political 
-atmosphere kindles to white heat at home' and abroad. 

I n the meantime,' this offiCial' trade' union leadership forms 
the chief obstacle in the way of independent labor action. 

TI-IE SECOND PROGRAM IS THAT OF THE 
Stalinist-:slIpported \Vallace movement. 'The character of 
this movement becomes crystal clear when it is viewed 
not· only from the standpoint of the political crisis of 
American labor but also from the standpoint of the poli
tical crisis of American bourgeois parliamentarianism, 
which is unfolding side by side with the forme,'. The 
\Vallace movement seeks to fill in the political vacuum 
created on the one side by the disintegration of the Demo
cratic Party and thereby of the capitalist two-party system, 
and on the other side, by the absence of the labor party. 

I n point of Orighl and, in its program the' Wallace' 
movement is a capitalist ,party. As the majority 'resolution 
prcseritcd to the Plenum correctly states:. 

The Walla<:e party does not emerge as a political ex
p.ression, however inadequate and p'erverted, of the unions. 

.It arises out of the failure of the union bureaucrats to open 
up a new political path for the workers. It cannot be re
garded as all aid to independent political labor organiza~' 
tion but as a spurious 'progressive' substitute for a Labor 
Party. (The full text of this important re,solution was pub
lished ill The Militant, March I.) 

The Plenum also considered a contrary view to the 
·effect that the Wallace movement might represent a step 
in the direction' of the labor party and was for this reason 
entitled to critical support. After a thorough discussion, 
the National Committee adopted the majority resolution, 
rejecting any form.of support to Wallace, by a vote of 
22 to I, with 4 abstentions. By this action the Plenu,m 
threw its full support behind the third program for Amer~ 
ican labor, namely, independent political actiOli on a 
class basis. . 

There is a far deeper surge among the workers in ravor 
or this program than has' yet been able to find an orgatiized 
expression.- This sentiment has been thus far suppressed 
by a combination of the cowardice and treachery of the 
official union leadership, on the one side, and, by the Wal
lace-Stalinist sponsored adventure of the "third-party move
ment," on the other. \Vhat docs this signify when the', trade 
lin ion bureaucrats are no longer able to come out openly 
for Truman and filld themselves compelled to talk about 
the future need of a labor party and when' the Wallace
~talinist combination is seeking to divert the workers into 
capitalist .politics through' a "People's' Frollt" channel? 
These are unmistakable, even if negative, confirmations 
of the real ground swell in the ranks in favor of indepenpent 
political' action. 

But the fact remains that, despite the gro'pings of the 
masses and the growing sentiment to strike out on a neW 
political path, there will be no national labor ticket in the 
1948 elections, as the Socialist . Workers Party and' many 
militants in the unions have so persistently advocated'. ' 

I t is in the context of 'these circumst.ances 'that the deci
sion. of the Plenum to launch a .. presidential campaign a,v 
quires its full significance. 
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It constitutes, first of all, a declaration of class in depend. 
ence 0'\1 the political field as against all other tendencies in 
the labor movement who seek to nullify and betray- the 
political aspirations of the American workers either by 
diverting' them into new capitalist formations (like the 
Wallace movement) or who seek to keep labor yoked to 
the traditional two-party capitalist machinery (like the of
ticial union leadership) 

THE PRESIDf:NTIAL CAMPAIGN OF THE SOCIAL
J ST\VORKERS PARTY raises aloft the banner of Social
ism - the demand for the revolutionary reconstruction of 
society. The raising of this banner on a national scale, at 
this juncture is of incalculable importance. For the polit. 
ical cris,is of American labor, which unfolds within the 
framework of the crisis of American and wOlld capitalism, 
must become- aggravated in 'the extreme by the developing 
war crisis. 

Noother party except the Socialist vVorkers Party is 
able to offer American labor and the people as a whole a 
truly realistic alternative to Wall Street's war drive against 
the Soviet Union, against the masses at horne, in Europe 
and in the colonial world. 

I t is precisely the emergence of the Wallace-Stalinist 
movement, with its fake program for peace through another 
deal oetween Washington and Moscow that renders all the 
more 'Imperative the launching of the Presidential cam
paign by the SWP. As the resolution adopted by the Feb
ruary Plenum correctly points out; 

Perhaps the most pressing reason that has arisen since 
the August 1947 Plenum for a party presidential campaign 
has heen the emergence of the t.hird party Wallace ticket. 
Precisely because the Wallace candidacy will have great 
attractiveness for radicalized workers, the party must have 
a positive alternative in the form of its own ticket. The 
S WP campaign will provide the means for clarifying our 
cOllceptionR of the Laoo1' Party and opposing '''nUnce from 
the Left. 

This was a momentolls decision to take for a party 
of stich limited size and resources as the SWP. The Amer
ican bourgeoisie which boasts of its "democracy" and which 
poses as the defender of "free elections" everywhere makes 
it extremely difficult, and in some cases virtually impossible, 
for minority parties to get on the ballot. Each of the 48 
states has its own special regulations and restrictions which 
not only require great efforts and resources for compliance 
but which may also be 'arbitrarily used to deny minority 
parties their elementary rights. Despite these obstacles the 
February Plenum decided to mobilize the entire party for 
its first national presidential campaign. 

The task of tasl,s for the ,revolutionary leadership to
day is to intervene in the most vigorous manner to, speed 
the solution of the long-maturing crisis of American labor. 
The February Plenum decision clears the way for the So
cialist Workers Party to present its full program of revolu· 
tio~ary class action to the American people, and in this 
way to open up new perspectives for the American working 
class in its fight against \Vall Street's rule. 

HENRY LUCE AND KARL MARX 
By G. F. Eckstein 

The centenary of The Communist Ivlani/esto stirred the 
AmericanbotJrgeoisie to unusual propagandistic activity. 
The Manifesto is admittedly one of the great pamphlets 
of history, and its centenary would in any case have com
manded notice. But the power of the Russian state and the 
spread of the Stalinist parties all over the world made it 
imperative for the bourgeoisie to "educate",. its readers 
against the evils of "Communism." The most thorough 
indoctrination was done by Fortune, Life and Time, the 
triple organs of Henry Luce, ,t he multi-millionaire pub
lisher. 

The rise of propaganda is a distinguishing charac
teristic of our age. The Nazis named a Ministry of Propa
ganda and appointed one of their three leading men to it. 
The propaganda of the Stalinist regime is the most ex
tensive and intensive the worlel has ever seen. During the 
war the Prinie Minister of Great Britain performed that 
function himself on behalf of the United Nations. The 
United States government likes to daim that it is far 

behind the governments of Europe in the war of words. 
I n reality private enterprise, in this' field as elsewhere, 
performs tasks which in the more' critical conditions of 
Europe are performed by the state. Thus a special interest 
attaches to the Luce publications. 

The three major pUblications. over which 1.1IC'e rules 
constitute one of the most'remarkable soci'al organizations 
of our time. Pm'tune is a monthly magazine, very e::.J1f'l1"h-C' 
($ 1.00 per copy) which serves big business, exec·uti yes, a~1d 
that small part of the general public which is able to pay 
well for serious surveys and analyses of world economy, 
American capitalism, individual industries, foreign rivals 
and 'foreign trade, labor-management relations, and such 
social problems as the Negro question in the United States. 

Second in the hierarchy is Time. It aims not at the 
expert but at the reasonably well-educated busy man and 
his family. I ts total circulation is nearly two million, of 
which nearly half-a-million copies are sold abroad. It prints 
a Latin·American edition in Jersey Ci~y and otht'r overseas 
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editions in Paris, Tokyo and Honolulu. Never before has 
tI,1e world seen a single journal printed more or less 
simultaneously in areas of the world so widely separated 
from each other. Its editorial and news-gathering organiza
tion is on a scale to correspond. I t maintains bureaus in 
13 U.S. and Canadian cities, plus 85 part-time cor
respondents in other localities. Abroad there are bureaus 
in London, Paris, Berlin, Moscow, Prague, Rome, Cairo, 
Ne\v Delhi. Shanghai, Nanking, Tokyo, Buenos Aires, Rio 
de Janeiro, lVlcxico City and 55 part-time correspondents in 
other localities. 

The aeroplane, radio, cable, trans-oceanic telephone, 
teletype, and other modern means of communication and 
transportation are the technological means by which this 
vast organiZation can carry out its individual investigation, 
reporting and commentary on events in any part of the 
world. An army of researchers, editorial writers, re-writers 
and experts,. prepare this material. 

Time boasts that, exclusi,ve. of printing, distribution 
etc., the cost of each word it publishes is $] .48. compared 
to an average of 10 cents per word for other papers. 

Finally there is Life, a weekly picture magazine 
organized on the same scale. Its emphasis is on telling 
the news in pictures. Life gives more comment than straight 
news and publishes articles and extracts from boo~s by 
public figures such as \Vinston, Churchill, the Duke of 
\\'indsor, John Foster Dulles, William Bullitt, etc. Its 
circulatioIl, mainly American and Canadian, reaches the 
astonishing figure of over five millions per week. In many 
workers' homes old copies are kept for reference and Life 
IS read by all classes' of the population. 

In addition the same company reaches a vast public 
with March of Time (Radio) and l\larch of Time (lVlotion 
Picture). Never has a single private individual had 'such 
power to influence what people think about the world in 
which they .live. The Henry Luce publications have a 
distinct political line. They have popularised the phrase 
"The American Century." By this they mean that it j's 

the destiny of American imperialism in the twentieth 
century to rule the world. They are anti-Russian and anti
Communist. In the United States they support the 
Republican Party openly enough, but do not make a 
fetish of it. They are supporters df "free enterprise" and 
"democracy." Apart from profit-making, their main busi
nesS is boosting ,vhat they call "American democratic 
capitalism." 

In the January .1948 issue Fortune published in article 
on a hundred years of The Contmunist A4anifesto. This 
article was reprinted in Life, and is offered to the public 
in pamphlet form, single copies free, 100 copies for $2.50, 
1000 copies for $20.00. On January ]9, Life carried an 
article by John Dos Passos, "The Failure Of Marxism." 
On February 23, Time published a picture of Karl Marx 
on its cov<.·r and carried a full-scale ~tudy of his life, 
ideas and influence. \Ve shall see that the Lucean views 
on l\'larxism were tailored to suit all classes. 

The Personal Method oj Time 
Let us begin with the Lucean editorial conception of 

Marxism which appeared in Time (at $1.48 per word). 
Time .says the world to-day is divided into Marxists 

and anti-Marxists; the "Man of the 20th Century" is 
Karl Marx. Marx, we are told, got illtO the centre of all 
this commotion "by making a statement about the 
Machine. It was not a clear statement 'and ever more 
evidence piles up that it was wrong." Marx was wrong. 
This is the key-note of all the Lucean writings on l\tlarx. 
Marx was wrong ... Amazing business this. Tens of 
thousands of other writers, great and small, have been 
wrong. Few people get excited about it. But for nearly a 
hundred years now the chorus swells: Marx was wrong. 
It would seem that if anybody were so wrong time would 
take care of it and bury Marx and his errors in oblivion. 
But now Luce has to do the job all over again. 

The failure of Marxism is that it leads to Ha kind of 
prison existence where everyone is at the mercy of the 
warders." (With singular obtuseness, Time quotes this 
from Bismarck, representative junker, whose descetl-dants, 
bitter enemies of Marxism, have given the world th~ Nazi 
example of "a kind of prison existence where everyone was 
at the mercy of the warders."·) Yet, despite its failures, 
l\larxism persists. I t persists because "its converts get the 
only fully developed materialist religion, complete with 
creed, church, directions for salvation, answers to every 
question, saints, doctors and devils." 

Now Time makes a big jump and sets forth its own 
psycho-analysis of l'vlarx's life and character. "The in
gredients in Marxism's emotional force are) pity, 2) hate, 
3) desire for power.'" 

Time concludes with examples of the projections of 
these three iJ;lgredients of Marx's psyche into modern 
society. The "children of pity" are symbol,ised by Sidney 
and Beatrice \Vebb. The '\ hildrl'11 of hate" are symbolised 
by Mussolini. The "children of love of pO\ver" are sym
bolised by Lenin. Thus Tinte. finds in Marx's psychology 
the origins of The Second International (the SoCialists), 
of Fascism, (Mussolini and Hitler), and two stages of the 
Russian Revolution (Lenin and the Thl rd International, 
Stalin and the Cominform). 

This is nonsense. But it is nOllsenSt~ read by millions 
of people anxious to learn. I t is nonsense which on 
examination turns out to be ski]ful1y adapted to the pre
judices and weaknesses of the American people it is designed 
to corrupt. First of all it is served up within a context of 
information gathered by all the resources of modern 
civilization. Against this background of fact it is as natural 
to absorb the poisonous analysis, as it was for people to 
accept Emil LudVo,ig's early writings because of thp great 
reputation of German scholarship. 

Note also the personalized method. Long years of 
material prosperity and peaceful social cV'olution have 
inclJJcated the national tendency to pragmatic thinking. 
Ab~ence of the class struggle in highly organized political 
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form has created a tendency t6 symbolize political ten
dencies in individual figures and empirical slogans. In 
recent years, among the intellgentsia and the professi9nal 
classes, there has developed a great interest in poplll~l rized, 
not to say vulgarized, psycho-analysis. Thought in the 
L'nited'States, particularly among the people for \\'ho:n 
Time ,is designed, tCIH.lS to run along pragmatic and in
dividual lines. The love of individual liberty, personal 
freedom is very strong. There is in general an absence of 
v.:hat Trotsky calls social thinking. 

But' at the same time, behind this pragmatic shell there 
has developed a profound distrust of capitalism as an 
economic and social system. Not love of !"apitalism but 
fear of totalitarianism is the psychological cement of 
capitalism to-day. The AmeriCan people, particularly Time 
readers, mainly urban petty-bourgeois, are torn between 
their .love' 'of individual liberty and comfort and fear of 
regimentation. All this the Time article skilfully serves. 
Note the identification of Marxism with Catholic organ
ization, always anathema to the Anglo-Saxon. Time COI1-

cludes by saying that: 

"Capitalism does not get all it can out of ·the Machine, 
or give men all that they l3hould Jlave. But it has left 
men essentially free, while'it gets more out of the Ma~hine 
then Marxism doe8"'. 

,Here. Time is evidently on the defensive. It dare not 
shout about "free enterprise" in' the manner of Hearst and 
the National Association of Manufacturers. Its public will 
not stand for this. Time knows this very well. I t says that 
t~capJta~i~in has failed to proclaim; so that the world can 
hear~and, that. is not to capitalism's credit-the victory 
thati't has won over the argument of 'the Manifesto." 

$omething is wrong. Capitalism needs to give assurance. 
Fortune, Life and Time are trying to do this. But they 
can't. Any se~ious analysis of their publications shows 
this, and nowhere so clearly as in their attempt to "refute" 
Marxism .. 

The Soci~l Metll,od oj Marx 

hi th~ issue of March 8, tW() weeks after the article on 
Marx, Time celebrated its' twenty-fifth anniversary with 
an article describing its own origin and development. The 
company was. formed In 1923. In October 1924 Time's 
circulation was 50,000. I nNovember 1929 it opened its 
first 'news hureau' in Chicago., I n November 1942 came 
Time's overseas edition. In April, 1945 Time's European 
edition started, printing operations in Paris, etc. Here 'is 
the characteristic presentation of a free enterpriser titivat
ing his clientele and ·'boosting his wares. This constant 
personalization and .individualization of phenomena is the 
same method whi~h Luce llses in the analysis of important 
events., There is, 'however, another method of looking at 
historical events and, this is Marx's ,specific contribution 
to modern thought. You wiUfind it in the famous chapter 
xxxii of Capital on tI,e "Historical Tendency of Capitalist 

Accumulation." There l\Olarx describes the development of 
capit~list production as follows: 

"One capitalist always kills many. Hand in hand 
with thjs ccntraii.zatil)Tlol' thiR ~xprollriation of many 
capitalists by fc'X ..• ," 

The gro\\'th and prolifer~lion of Luce':-; huge organiza
tion for the collection and dissemination of news was not 
in essence due to Luce's individual enterprise, to the fact 
lha~ he did this on slIch and slIcha day and founded that 
on another day. Marx established as one of his great 
discoveries a law of capitalistic development-the cen
tralization of the means of, production into ever greater 
centralized, concentrated .units. That isa specific law of 
capital accumulation. Luce publications are merely an 
example of it.. So are Gelleral M,otors and Firestone. Lure 
fjttrd into this movement. 

But side by side with this law goes another. It is worth 
the attention of those who, like Luce, stand astonished at 
the magnitude and diversity of the "free enterprise" and 
"rugged individualisl1;t" which result in the issuance of 
Fortune, Time, and Life. At the same time as capital 
centralizes itself there develop 

"on an ever extending scale, the cooperative form of 
the labor-process, the conscious technical a.pplication of 
science, the metliodical cultivation of the soil, the trans-' 
formation of the instruments of labor into instruments of 
labor only usa.ble in commQn, the economising of all mean~ 
of production by their use as the means, of production of 
combined, socialized labor, the entanglement of ull p~oples 
in the net of theworlrl.market, and this, the international 
~aracter of the capitalistic regime." 

The cutting' down of the'trees for paper, the construc
tion 9f the great pri~ting machines, the whole complicatc'(~ 
process by which a Ti:me reporter hears of events a 
thousand miles away, takes a plane to the spot, puts what 
he has seen and heard on his typewriter, radios iriforma
tion and pictures~ the organization whereby it is disciplined 
into magazine form and brought to the public, alI this 
is part of the contrary process associated with the cen
tralization of capital: the process of the socialization of 
labor. 

The conscious technical .application of science, the 
transformation of the instruments of labor into combi11ed 
socialired labor-only such labor could produce and 
distribute journals like Time and Life. In the old days a 
great editor! could make a paper by the force of his editorial 
personality and a few men to set type. Not to-day. Marx 
did not merely 'make a statement about "the Machine." 
He 'saw long before anyone that the capitalist use .of 
machinery would inexorably develop a type of combilled, 
social labor which would make the free enterpriser, the 
magnate, superfluous. Today Luce is entirely superfluous~ 
I-Ie could disappear without a ripple. The great newspaper 
chains are characteristic features of all big countries. They 
are a social necessity and would have appeared in the U.S. 
if Luce had never been ,born. 

i, 
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Let us note again the last phrases in the quotation from 
Marx: "the entanglement of all peoples in the net of the 
world market, and this, tbe international cbaracter of tbe 
capitalistic regime." The economic and social movement 
creates the mass international paper. It is \not by accident 
that in 194] Luce pushed out into Latin-America, in 1943 
to Canada, and in ]945 into Europe. He expressed the 
suddenly increased international interests and responsibili
ties of American capitalisnl, the needs of the people Jor 
information in a menacing world and the need of capitalism 
to give them that inform.ition in a manner suitable to 
itself. ' 

This last is important. If by some miracle Luce were 
to experience a change of mind and begin topropa·gate 
lVlarxism in his journals they would collapse like a pack 
of cards. 

Further, if his journalistic empire collapsed to-morrow 
another would spring up in its place either by beginning 
afresh, or by a coalition or re9rganization of existing 
jo.urnals. To say this is not to deny the capabilities 'of the 
Napoleonic Henry Luce. But it explains their effectiveness 
as an expression of basic SOCIal forces. \Vhat would Luce 
say if these achievements were to be explained by the pity 
(or ferocity), hate (or love), desire for power (or desire 
for service) which were alleged to be characteristic of 
Luce's personality? Yet this is the kind of tripe he serves 
up to the American people· to explain the influence of 
Marxism and the rise and development of Social-[jen1o,~ 
cracy, Fascism, Communism, and StaJinism. Marx, great 
gt!nius though he was, could only express social forces and' 
that is why Marxism persists. 

\Ve Marxists do not explain the foolishness of Time"s 
analysis of l\larxism by the stupidity of Luce or his 
writers. Not at all. If Luce wanted an accurate and 
authentic analysis of Marxism he could get it-and ~t a 
less costly rate than $] .48, a word: He does not want it. 
,His business is to mislead and befuddle the American 
public and this he must do because the American public 
is not only subjectively interested in Marxism but is 
objectively ripe for its doctrines. 

Marxi,,,,, and tile People oj the U. S. 
The American people are today subjectively interested 

in Marxism because Russia and the Communist (Stalinist) 
Parties I which play so great a part on the world's stage, 
parad~ under the banner of Marx. But they are also 
becoming objectively ready for Marxism because of the 
development of capitalism in the United States. Luce 
knows this very, well. Marx, in that same chapter in 
which he summed lip his doctrine, taught that centraliza
tion of capital and socialization of labor produced polar 
oppositions in modern sotiety. First, a diminishing num
ber of magnates of capital like Henry Luce and Henry 
Ford, and secondly, a working class whose "misery, op
pression, slavery, degradation, exploitation" constantly 
grow, and with this growing misery, a growing rcvoll. 

Then comes the climax of the M.arxian doctrine: "The 
monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the lnode of 
'production, which has sprung up and flourished along with 
it, and under it", There are now inconflic.t two 1110des 
of proouction. There is the mode of proouction of com
bined, socialized, labor, a cooperative process. This is 
socialism. But it is inhibit~d, distorted, held in check, 
stifled by the monopoly of a few upon the means of pro
duction. "Centralization of the means of production and 
~ocialization of labor at last reach a point where they be
come 'incompatIble with their capitalist integument" Jt 
is this conflict which is tearing society apart. provoking 
disturbance throughout the United Stales, and causing 
such concern to Henry Luce. ' 

Marxism has always viewed the great social and polit
ical movements of modern times as expressions of the de
velopment of capitalism. For generations America thought 
that it was safe from these European upheavals. Then 
'suddenly in 1936 following the depression' of 1929 came 
the C. I. O. America today, shaken by internal and ex
ternal convulsions, trembles on the verge of a social cata
clysm. Capitalism is in danger here as elsewhere. And 
Luce knows it. 'If not, how explain the editorial on the 
Manifesto? All students of Marxism should 'read and 
ponder over this hoarse-voiced, red-eyed, breast.;.thumping 
document. 

U. S. economy, we are told, produced itl 1947 more coal. 
more iron, more steel than in any but the ,peak prewar 
y~ars. It drove the output of consumer goods to all-time 
levels. It nearly doubled the 1929 rate of investment and 
capital formation etc, etc. But behind these gaudy Potters 
of self-praise could be discerned the clOven feet of, fear. 
These achievements of the economy "made hash of the 
notion of the mature economy". SQ it seems that readers 
of Portune were bothered by the "maturity" of the .econ
umy. 

But worse is to come. "In any case it is time fora. 
wholesale revaluation of values." Whose values? "For' 
years many Americans and most Europeans have lool,ed 
on socialism and planning as the wave of the future." Very 
interesting! It seems that there have been vast numbers 
of Americans with 110 faith whatever in free enterprise, 
enough at any rate, for, Luce to demand a "wholesale re
valuation of va.ues." 

What we wan~ to show is that Fortune, Time and l.ife 
have contributed to this state of mind of the American 
people which demands a "wholesale revaluation of values." 
This is the dilemma of capitalism. It constantly creates 
the basic forces and even helps spread ideas and doubts 
which are leading to its own destruction. 

This Fortune editorial is not unusual. It is char(icter
istic of the'Luce press which is always in a state of frustra
tion between the reality of capitalism and what it wants 
its readers to think. Sir Stafford Cripps, in charge of the 
British economy, calmly informed the world a few weeks 
ago that the British economy would collapse unless aid 
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were received from the United States in short order. *"The 
editorial in Life, Feb. 1947 ended as follows: "The pres
ent British crisis is fair warning that Americans no Ipnger 
be merely well-intentioned observers and critics in a safely 

• Such is our world thai leading sta,tesmen make trem
E'ndous anllouncemej,ts like the impending fall of nl"itain 
without turning a hair, while litillions listen and turn the 
radio on to sorhething else. Bitt Sir Stafford, too, would 
be/.J1ble to show how wrong' Marx wat. 

compartmented world. \Ve are already .up to our knees 
in Britain's fate. If she weakens further we shall be in it 
up to Ol,tr necks.". 111 Life of October 6. 1947 a Life cor
respondent from Paris reported: "If no new credits are 
allowed, France will be virtually b'arikrupt in three weeks." 
, We could multiply these warnings unendingly. One 
more, this time on China, will suffice. \ViHiain Bullitt. 
(>x-Ambassador, ~('ports in l.ife of Oct:. 13, 1947, aftrr a 
special assignment in the Far East:. 

"The calise is a common cause. I f China falls into the 
hands of Stalin, all Asia, including Japan, sooner or later, 
will fall into his hands. The manpower and resources 
of Asia will be mobilized against us. The iltdependence 
of the United States will not live a generation longer than 
the independence of China." 

This is the world and the dependence of the U.S. upon 
it which Life and Time, week after ,veek, paint for their 
readers. Henry Luce must take them for awful fools if 
he thinks that they are gqing to be convinced by the 
Fortu1Ze centenary editorial on the Nlanifesto that Amer
ican economy is at the height of its power and that: 

"To-day it is posflible to insist that Amel'ican dem
ocratic capitalism is the fact, the great forward experi· 
ment of our time, that while promising no cheap utopia, 
it is itself utopian." 

The very form and structure of Luce's organization 
show that to-day the ordinary citizen is increasingly aware· 
of the entanglement of all' peoples in the net of· the world
market and the international character bf the capitalistic 
regime. Any moderately intellegent reader will have no
ticed the hollow and defensive attitude visible in Luce's 
flag-waving for capitalism. I t is possible to attribute this 
t~ emotions of pity, fear, or love of something or other in 
his personal character. I t is more scientific to trace it to 
the deep concern of American capital over the widespread 
distrust of the system as it works in the United States 
which is seething through the country to-·day. 

The Luce publicatitons,' Life in particular, constantly 
betray a dangerous irritation with the American people 
for refusing to recognize the benefits which capitalism is 
show~ring upon them. On reb. 3, 1947, Life published 
an editorial on Joshua L. Liebman's Peace ot ,Hind. \'/hy, 
jt asks, does this book' continue in the list of best-sellers? 
We won the war, the boys ate mostly home, everybody has 
a job. "Yet at one end of the scale citizens are moaning 
the blues, while at the other end they are reclining on the 

psychoanalyst's couch recounting their lives and their 
loves." 

Life is angry and comes to the conclusion "that what 
this country really wants is a good kick in tile pants." The 
people, you sec, cannot understand how wrong ,Marx is 
life l'ecommc:nds as an antidote the power of God and 1he 
gospels of Jt.~SllS. The clIre is not intrresting -- but the 
diagnosis of the l ;nited States is: "A nation ~o rich in 
blessings yet gripped with a ~)sychic unhappiness ... " Marx 
wrote many brilliant pages on the "psychic unhappiness" 
of modern nations. Only he rooted this unhappiness very 
firmly in the class conflicts and bankruptcy of capitalist 
society. 

But who teaches the American people to doubt capital
ism? Iligl1 on the list are the Luce publications them
selves. A March IR, }()48 l.ife editorial on the Marshall 
Plan ends: "Let liS remember that this is a capitalistic 
country, that capitalism is neither doomed nor a thing to 
he :tshame'd of ... " 

I t appears that the millions who read l.ife have to be 
continilally reassured abollt capitalism and it blessings. 
Is there then some connection between capitalism and their 
"psychic unhappiness"? Let us see. 

On June 2. 1947 the sub-title oT an editorial on the 
Stat~ of the Nation ~ays: "It is Generally O. K. Don't 

. Jet Anybody tell you differelJt]y." But the editorial itself 
belj,s the polemical confidence of the title. l.ife repeats the 
story of the waitress who plastered the face of her boss 
with a chocolate pie. I t notes that domestic servants. garage 
mechanics, telephone operators, bell-hops seem to dislike 
their jobs more obviously than they used to. I s this perhaps 
4la genei'al sense of frustration" which stems from the high 
cost of living and expresses itseif in lower standards of 
courtesy? The lightness of tone! stops as the editorial ends. 

"It is fitting and proper for Americans to have a cer
tain amollnt of uncertainty as they take the stage as 
protagonists in one of the world's most crucial epochs. 
But a people which dreams up more things, makes more 
things and gives away more things, than any other in 
history . . . need not overburden itself with worry and 

. self·doubt." 

However, Thanksgiving, 1947, raised the query once 
more: <I\Vhat is this goal, this metaphysical certainty 
Americans seem to lack to-day." Very dishonestly Lile 
asks, "Did we ever have it? Did anybody?" As if the 
phenomenon is not something new, something which has 
grown steadily in the United States since 1929. Life gives 
liP: "no triumph of democracy will remove all human 
sadness and doubt." 

Editorial after editorial shows that the country is sick, 
sick with fear and doubt, questioning the validity of the 
system and fearful of it, sick in the houses of workers as 
well as in the conference rooms and editorial offices of 
million dollar corporations. Perhaps the most astonishing 
sentences along this line in the pages of Life are the follow
ing from the issue of Dec. 22. 1947:' 
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And just as I once foltnd myself in 1919 as a young 
mun at yariance with my most cO'lser"ati"e fat.her, so I 
now found myself unable to agree with many of the 
political ideas held by my young friends. It is not that 
I fear change for I have never been reactionary. What I 
fear, and' what I now realize my father always feared, 
was violent changf'; - changf' that would RWf'f'P away 
fundamtlntaJ and hard·boug-ht things. 

\Vllo (jnd~ his young friends ready for such drastic 
changes? This person is the Duke of \Vindsor j one time 
King of Creat Britain, Emperor of I ndia, ruler of the 
greatest Empire the world has yet seen. The Duke has 
cleared himself but it is obvious that the Committee on 
Un-American Activities has much hard w6rk ahead before 
it clears the country of all subversive clements. 

The Failure oj Dos Passos 
:'h(' article by Dos Passos on "The Failure of ,,\1arxism" 

in I.i/£' of January 19, 1948 followed hard upon the FortulIe 
editorial. I t gives the re:tders his experience as an ex
radical to prove that socialism has been tried and failed. 
Dos Passos has nothing new to say. Russia has degenerated 
into a terrible tyranny. But capitalism is not blameless. 
It led mankind into World War I in 1914. After a period 
of economic chaos there came a brief interval of prosperity 
which ended in the crash of 1929. Then came Nazi Ger
many and continuous crisis, culminating in· the most 
terrible war mankind has known. The world has been left 
broken and bleeding. 

Dos Passos goes to Britain where, with capitalism still 
in existence, some modest nationalization ha taken place. 
He calls this Socialism and, watching the results of two 
years, decides that Socialism has f:tiled there too. Socialism 
is not the answer, he says. "\Ve've got to do better than 
that." But what exactly? The implication is obvious. Sup
port American capitalism. Back Truman, or maybe Eisen
hower, \Vallace or Dewey, or sit at home and think, just 
think. 

The moanings of Dos Passos, it is, 'clear, will not cure 
the nation's "psychic unhappiness." I f Marx was so wrong, 
the people would dearly love. to know who was right. But, 
:tcco'rding to Dos Passos, everybody was more or Jess 
\vrong. Roosevelt and his, advisors "failed to see the world 
clearly" and so deprived the U. S. of the fruits of victory. 
But not only the small, group of leaders in Washington 
failed to see clearly. The whole body of thinking Amer
icans "had just not caught, upl with the times." The nation 
forgot a lot of things, for instance, that "liberty like peace 
is indivisible." I t forgot that· the only sensible foreign 
policy w:ts to encourage liberty and oppose oppression. 

The chief enemy of liberty is the Soviet Union. The 
nation had' forgotten this too. But Truman, Marshall, 
MacArthur, Forrestal, \Valter \Vinchell, James Burnham, 
Churchill, De Gaulle, the President of Chile, and lots of 
other people know it now. They ten us every 'day. But we 
have not noticed any vast relief in the American people 
at the fact that the universal amnesia on this score has 
now been cured. 

\\lhy did this happen? Wils?n "let himself be trapped 
into the state committee rooms of the old men of Versailles." 
There were some other criminals too. The British capitalists 
Were ~o rich and self-satisfied that they "neglected" to keep 
their industries tooled up to-date or to protect the worker's 
standard of living or to <'conserve their naturll resources: 
I f only they had' not ;;neglected" these things. The British 
now have a new ruling class, the labor lea'ders. But alas, 
they too, are as dumb as the Americ:tns who forgot :tnd 
the British capitalists who neglected. On the whole the 
"new ruling class" in Britain "tends to be so blinded by 
the utopian glamour, of the word 'socialism' that it has 
found it eli fficult to envisage the problell1 ,vhich confronts 
the nation." 

This is the world of deceit and self-deceit in which 
Dos Passos lives. This is his contribution to Luce;s proof 
that M:t,rx was wrong. Roosevelt's memory was bad. \Vilson 
was too slow on his feet, and AttIee's eyesight deceives 
him. If lviarxism has failed, as Do's Passos contends, he 
likewise testifies th:tt the defenders of capitalism have not 
been so conspicuously sllccessful. 

Lllce and the Workers 
I n the writings of the Luce press there is little sense 

of the workers as an independent social class. The Fortune 
cditor}al proclaimed that contrary to the Marxian Utopia 
Amenca was already "the most classless society" history 
had yet seen. \Vhen the Luce reporters and writers chronicle 
the activities and ideas of the American working-class, 
they see them alw:tys as economic units or organized for 
economic ends. "Collective hargaining" is the usual limit 
of their horizon. 

The moment they le:tve this sphere they drown the 
worl,ers in the Amerjcan nation. In this they reflect the 
role of the proletariat in the past of American history, 
and also, be it well understood, a determination to confine 
the proletariat to that negative role. But within that 
framework they carryon intensive investigation of the 
minds and attitudes ot the American workers. Fortune for 
November 1946 published a remarkable article on T be 
Fruitful Errors of Elton Mayo, Mayo being an industrial 
psychologist who has done work in labor-employee rela
tions. The same ideas were served up in a highly per
sonalized form for Lif~ by one of its three senior writers, 
John Chamberlain, in the following month. Chamberlain 
entitled his: Every Man a Capitalist. Sub-title ran as' 
follows: "A manufacturer named Adamson solves a major 
U,S. problem: labor. He splits profits with workers. RespIt: 
profits up 500%, strikes zero." A small capitalist invited 
his men to work hard and share profits. The men practically 
took over the plant. They worked as never before, stronger 
ones helped the weaker ones, all were alert for bottlenecks. 
The first year production efficiency jumped 54 per cent. 
This story being told' at some, length, Chamberlain then 
gets. to the main point. 

\Vhat exactly can ltmanagement" do to solve the crisis 
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in labor relation? (The Congress of course passed the Taft
Hartley Act). "Brute force" is not cnough and it is 
doubtful if it will work. Mayo says that' worl,ers- need 
more than "protective clauses" in the contract and good 
wages. They also need a sense of participation, need to 
feel that ,they are necessary members of a social unit. But 
how to accomplish this inrriodern production? ".It works 
\\fhen they're all out to do a job for Uncle Sam," said the 
President of the Packard Company. "But what's the unify
ing factor going to be after the ,war?' Are the workers 
going to beat heJl out of the production line all for the 
love of the stock-holder?" 

Everyone knows they wiII not, says Chamberlain: 
, "In factories that are inexorably chained to an extreme 

sp-ecialization and' to the rigidly repetiUve actions required 
by the moving, belt, the senSE of craftsmal\ship, cannot 

,always be allowed fuUscope. No doubt something could 
be done in even the most fully mechanized plant toward 
rotating a worker from hour to hour on different jobs, 
but even though this might have, a salutary effect on the 
fatigue eurves it would probably rail to evoke a fuUl' 
satisfying sense of creation." 

Chamberlain notes that the group sense created by 
modern socialized labor can equally well be lised by work
ers for conducting "a' truly artistic 'slow-down." 

Over and over agafll during the past years the Luce 
publications come back to this problem of tbe worker in 
modern industry. Sometimes, they ,give; it up as beyond 
them. In an article on Henry Ford, Charles J. V. Murphy, 
another senior writer,' says: 

"The philosopher's r3seagainst Ford is that be amuhil
ated individual craftsmanship, bound man to the machine, 
and east tip economic and, social problems' on which he 
could ditlcover no accept.able solution. But' why ex.pect 
him to 1 • • • [The solution] is up to the philosophers." 

The Luce probings into the future of labor in modern 
industry lead their writers into some strange places. That 
cannot occupy us now. Enough to say that Henry Ford 
no more t4created" this problem than Luce "created" his 
pub1ications. \Vhen Ford ~as running about the Michigan 
countryside in short pants, l\1arx wrote: 

"Within the capitalist systemal1 methods for raisin.g 
the social productiveness of labor are brought aboqt at 
the cost of the individual laborer; all means for the de
':<:!oument of production transform themselves into meanR 
of domination over, anrl exploitaUon of, the l)roducers; 
they mutiJate the laborer' into a fragment Qf a man, 
df>grade him t.o the level of an appendage of a machine 
destroy every remnant of charm in his work and turn it 
into 8 hated toil; they estrange from him the intellectual 
I)otentialities of the labor-process in the same. proportion 
as science is incorporated in it as an independent power; 
t.hey distort the condit ions under which he works, subject 
him during the labor-process to a. despotism' the more 
hateful for ih; meaness; t.hey transform his Ufe-time into 
working-time, and drag his wife and child beneath the 
wheels of the Juggerr:alit of ca,pital. •. Accumulation of 
capital wealth at one pole, is therefore,at the same time 
accumulation of misery, agony 'of toil, slavery, ignorance, 
brutality" mental degradation. at the opposite pole,i.e., 
on the side of' the class. that produces its own product in 
the form of capital." (Capital - Volume 1, p. 709). 

Thus Marx Joresa','1 the problems which modern in
dustry would create. And he posed the· solution. The work
ers would have to remodel society completely on a new 
basis. Society would have to become truly democratic in 
that every mall, more or Jess, could have the education and 
the training to 'be able to do what every other man did. 
Marx expressly disclaimed theories of individual equality. 
But only on the basis of a fully human existence for all 
men could human individuality flourish. 

Marx pointed out that society would never be remo. 
delled unless the proletariat of all countries did it, and 
until they did, society would be increasingly torn by 
grow,i'1lg contradictions ahd antagonisms, a sense of. im
peded 'development in all classes, and ultimately the 
collapse into universal barbarism. The ttpsychic unhap
piness" of the American people, the social' and psycho
logical problems which the Luce publications report so 
accurately and before which they standbaffIed and angry 
are proof that Marx was not wrong: Luce is scared' stiff 
that this disillusionment is fertile soil for Marxism. In this 
he is absolutely correct. 

Three Years of the British 
Labor Government 

Since it came into power the British 
Labor Government has faced, a series 
of crises. Emergency measures fol
Io\ved in rapid succtAssion' and inount
ing severity. This series of crises 
coincides with the increasing dissolu
tion of the empire of which it is a 
pflrt. Yet, what we have witnessed so 

By Arne Swabeck 
far are merely the early ripples of the 
coming storm. Before long Britain 
will enter its inexorable social crisis. 

. \Vith a Labor Government in power 
this may sound paradoxicaL But it is 
not. The contradiction here ,is merely 
an apparent one, which disappears once 
the actual situation is properly under-

stood. The real contradictions, inherent 
in the class system that still prevails 
in the British I sles do not disappear, 
however. They are not even mitigated 
by the Government's crisis measures, 
On the contrary, they intensify and 
multiply. 

The British workers know that they 
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m~de certain gains by the strict gov
ernment control and rationing of most 
necessities of life .. For them it meant 
a more equitable distribution of scarce 
goods. But these gains are now being 
negated by the basic poliCy pursued 
by the Labor Covernment. The latter 
must therefore be the starting point 
for any seriolls analysis of present 
day developments in England. The 
key to this basic policy is the na· 
tionalization program. 

Beginning with the House of Com
mons act of October ]945, the Bank 
of England b.ecame national property. 
Thereafter followed the acts to nation
alize cable and wireless con1mllnica
lions, gas ~md electric utilities; ~lIld 

(('rtain basic industries such as co:ti 
I 

\ . 
:IIH, transportatIOn. 

Pattern oJ Nationalizations 
The pattern of these nationalization 

acts was uniform 'both in regards to 
transfer of ownership and control of 
operations. I n each case the former 
owners were royally compensated. The 
transactions were consummated in a 
manner that befits His Majesty's Gov
.:rnment. The se~urities of the former 
owners w~re exchanged for govern
ment bonds at equal face value. For 
the coal mines the total compensation 
amounts to about 600 million dollars. 
J n transporatiqn the compe11sation 
runs, into about 4 billion dollars for 
the rai]roadsalone. These government 
bonds carry interest of from 2 % to 3 
percent. On the whole this will work. 
out to assure the bond-holders of the 
same returns on their investments as 
before. Henceforth, however, they will 
collect thei-r dividends from the Royal 
Exchequer, and without any risks 
attached. 

No change is contemplated in the 
operation and control of the nation
alized industries except that of great~r 
efficiency -and a more con'lplete in
tegration with the"prevailing economic 
system as a whole. And, as could be 
expected, this precludes any su'ggestion 
of workers' control of production. In 
fact, the Boards, and Commissions set 
up to run the nationalized industries 
are statTed by the former owners and 
their associates. 'While some trade 

union bureaucrats are added in an 
tfi'ort toward "partnership" of capital 
and labor, the business executives 
remain the decisive factor. Thus, cve'n 
within the nationalized sector of in
dustry, the power of the bourgeoisie 
remains virtually unimpaired. 

I t should be noted that the i rl
dustries embraced- in the nationaliia
tion program are not only those most 
essential to the post-war economic 
recovery. They are also those which 
have sutTered the greatest ruination 
from the protracted capitalist decline 
and decay. ,Their profits also declined. 
I n fact, these are the very industries 
in which the litter inability of pri\':uc 
capitalist economic recovery, and the 
litter incapacity of private capitalist 
management, has been the most glar
ingly demonstrated: They represent 
the weak links in the ailing economic 
strll,cture which can rio longer be 
restored by private capital. Hence the 
state int~rvenes to make the necessary 
investments ta. sustain production and 
the accumulation of capital. 

Reactionary Ailns 
Such intervention has for its aim 

the mitigation of the ever sharpening 
conflict between the already established 
newer collective for111S of production 
and the older property relations of 
individual' ownership and individual 
appropriation. I n place of the per
sonal owner there appears the im
personal s,tateapparatus. It assume' 
the obligation of 'converting thepruflts 
of surplus value produced by the 
workers - into compensation for the 
former owners. The latter have no 
social function other than that of 
pocketing dividends, clipping coupons, 
and gambling on the stock exchange. 

The immediate objective of this 
state intervention is to ratiOIialize 
these particular industries so that they 
may provide fuel, power, transporta
tion, etc., more efficiently and more 
economically for the capita!ist system 
as a whole. Thus, in its basic essential, 
the nationalization program represents 
an etTort to streamline the British 
capitalist economic structure. 

During the period of rising capi
talism state intervention of this 

character, state ownership of in
dustries or utilities had certain pro
gressive features. Now, in. its decay 
stage, such' intervention has become 
wholly reactionary. I t tends to aid 
monopoly capitalism; and i.t serves 
the purposes only of 'mJint:lining 
capitalist relations of production as 
a whole. • 

\Vhatever planning takes p! ace under 
this set-up occurs solely in the sense 
of aiding capitalist industry. I t pro
ceeds exclusively within the limits and 
purposes of capitalism. Naturally this 
precludes unified planning. A genuine 
planned economy is possible only after 
the working class has t:.l.l\en power 
:ilh.1 replaced the old rcl:ttions of 
pi'oduction with new relations that 
permit 'the so'(iali~alioll 0/ {Ill ,-'(0-

1lomie {{ctivity. 
I n other words, a genuine progr:lfTI 

of socialism would have to proceed 
from the nationalization of all property 
in the basic means of production. It 
would have to aim for the establish
ment of workers' control of produc
tion. \Vhat is now being carried into 
life in England is not such a 'program. 
It is rather an experiment in stale, 
capitalism. Vic\ved from its long range 
perspective the Labor, Government's 
national ization polky represents an 
effort. 10 arrest the process of crises 
and disintegration of the old order; 
:111 attempt to repair its decay and 
achieve a measure of stabilization in 
order to 'prevent the emergence of real 
socialism. It is the direct opposite of 
a program of transition to socialism. 
Moreover, in the present day relation
ship of class forces, it becomes a 
means whereby capitalism retains 
power. 

Basic Class Relations Bolstered 
Engels laid considerable emphasis 

on conclusions reached aready in his 
time that conversion into state pro
perty does not'· 'do away with the 
capitalistic nature of the prodUctive 
forces: 

"The modern state," he said, "no 
matter what its form, is essentially a 
capitalist machine, the state of the 
capitalists, the ideal personification of 
the total national capital. The more 
it pro~eeds to the taking over of pro-
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ductive forces. the more does it actual
ly become the national- capitalist, the 
more citizens does . it exploit. The 
workers remain wage workers-prole
tarians. The capitalist r~lation is not 
done away with. It is rather' brought 
to a head." 

Relations of property and produc
tion are, of course, decisive in modern 
society. But they are decisive only 
within the totality of developments, 
and 110t merely insofar as concerns 
certain sectors of economy. Essentially, 
therefore, this very limited and par
tial nationalization does not represent 
a change in the social nature of the 
country. Social relations remain as 
they were., And, what is more im
portant, the conditions out of which 
the tlass struggle arises remain 
basically unehanged. 

Does the modern state, described 
by Engels, include the present, British 
variant presided over by the Labor 
Government? I t most certainly does. 

I n general' the nature of the state 
derives from its structure, which is 
determined by the production relations 
on which it is based. A mere change 
of cabinet members does not change 
the natlire of the state. Labor mem
bers have taken the places formerly 
occupied by Torie's. But throughout 
the state apparatus, the governmental 
departments,' the diplomatic corps, 
the judic;iary, the police and military 
forces, the personnel has remained 
essentially as before. Nothing is altered 
qualitatively. Governmental policy is 
-formulated, executed and motjvated 
on the same basic considerations a!'i 
before. Foreign policy remains im
perialistic, in conformity with internal 
capitalist needs. 

Verification comes from no less an 
authentic source than the Conserva
tive Party. Its recently adopted In
dustrial Charter declares in favor of 
retaining practically! all of the enacted 
nationalization measures. But these 
Tories emphatically reject any state 
intervention beyond tli.is. They oppose 
nationalization of steel. That is still 
a very profitable industry. By t~e same 
token their reason 'for supporting the 
ptesent status becomes obvious. Thf 
Tories have been assured that the na
tionalization measures, so far, imply 

no threat to the' power of the bour
geoisf'e .. 

Increased Exploitation 
Once the role and· pOSition of the 

Labor Government is clearly under
stood its attitude to the wor~ing class 
should not cause any surprise. That 
attitude flows entirely from theposi
tion it occupies and from the role it 
has accepted .. The interests of the 
working class are beingsubordinateJ 
completely to the efforts for capi talist 
recov.ery. Not only that, but the 
burden of the whole economic break
down and crisis is placed entirely on 
the shoulders of the workers. The 
government's labor policy is keyed to 
its persistent demand for increased 
productioFl. Wage I policy is tieJ 
directly to labor productivity in cal
lous disregard of the fact that the 
latter is determined primarily by 
technological development. Here the 
government'~ maxim is as cruel as it 
is simple: wage increases only on 
the basis of a proportional increase 
in production. Working hours ar.c 
similarly tied to the interest of 
capitalist production., Shortly after its 
inauguration' the government resisted 
fiercely the strike of the London 
haulage workers for a reduction of 
the work week from 44 hours to 40 
hours. From the Yorkshire miners it 
demanded last summer the perfor
mance of an extra Hstint"-cutting 
two extra feet of coal daily. The gov
ernment now demands an increase in 
working hours in order to step-up 
production. Similarly me~sures are 
being worked out to reimpoise wartime 
controls over the engagement of labor. 

Within the' nationalized indu~tries, 
saddled with a ·crippling burden of 
exorbitant compensation and expen
si ve managementset.;ups, the revenues 
must come out of surplus value pro
duced by the workers. There is ·no 
other source from which they can be 
obtained. To the workers this means 
more speed-up" greater intensity of 
exploitation under more severe auste
rity, and' a generklly reduced standard 
of living. 

The crucial question of WhICh class 
benefits from the nationalizations is 

here m~de singularly· clear. I tshows 
in whose interest the Labor Govern'
ment rules. Yet insult is heaped upon 
injury. Cynically mocking its own 
class origin, the Labor·. Government 
advances its program in the name of 
sociali'sm. That is perhaps the, greatest 
o( its crimes. 

A yawning abyss remains between 
the needs of. British "economy and the 
policies pursued . by. the Labor -Gov
ernment. This abyss grows 'catastrophic 
in relation to the needs of the people: 

The 'profit motive has become the 
grca test barrier· to' the· further develop
ment of the material forces of produc
tion. N£tionalization acts and· emer
gency measures have not in reality 
eliminated or even reduced this bar:' 
rier. Hence the constantly gr~wing 
conflict between the material forces 
of. production and the prt>perty· ~ela
tions within which they are at work. 
Neither the needs of the people, rior 
the needs of a stable conomy, can :be 
satisfied by production for profit. 

How Goverllmelel1 Policy Works 
. 'For example, when last August) the 
Labor 'Government presented its new 
program of fresh austerities it faced a 
deficit ill the balance of foreign pay
ments at ,the rate of about two aJ1(~, 
a half billion dollars annually. Tht: 
American loan was almost exhausted. 
I mperialist commitments stilI absorbed 
about 1,400,000 men tied up· in the 
armed forces at an annual expense' of 
over three billion dollars. Besides, 
more than a· half million workers, 
sorely needed elsewhere, were wasted 
in armaments production. The govern
ment proposed,' and carried through, 
drastic cuts in imports and In capital 
expansion. These affected the most 
essential mass needs-food, clothing 
and shelter. As a result the diminished 
food ration has dropped below an 
average of 2700 calories, admittedly 
insufficient for working people. The 
housihg program, already far· too 
skimpy for a bombed-out popUlation, 
suffered a cut of $800,000,000. From 
the· military burden, however, relief 
was offered only to the extent of a 
toxen cut, of 80,000 men. J ndirect" 
taxes were increased, hitting the work-
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i~g ,class income heavily, while a 
c,apitallevy was rejected. The govern
ment, on the other hand, made ap
peals for a 50 pe~cent increasc of ex
-ports without any provisions for its 
attainment, except to demand longer 
working hours from an already ill fed, 
ill clothed and ill housed working 
class. And, needless to say, it proposed 
to increase the sales of goods abroad 
at the ptevailing handsome rate, of 
profits to British capitalists. Those in 
control of industry and commerce werc 
askedpoIitely by His l\\ajesty's Prime 
Minister only to "refrain from declar
ing high dividends." 

The Export Drive Panacea, 
.:But the very problem of 'exports 

is the govemment's Achilles' heel. Ex
port to whom? Empire nations hitherto 
used to send raw materials for pro
cessing to Britain. They are now 
themselves taking care of' their own 
processing on an increasing scalc'. And, 
above all, in every corner of the world 
market there rises the terrifying specter 
of ever more aggressive American 
competition.,.., In several instances al
ready export production plans have 
had to be altered becaus~· of this 
growing compe~ition. Commenting on 
this very problem ,of exports Sir S.taf
ford Cripps recently conceded the 
danger of a "descent into a spiral of 
depression. " 

The Labor Government is nO\\1 look
ing hopefully, to the l\1arshall Plan. 
An analysis of such prospects would 
go 'beyond the scope of this article. 
Suffice it t6 say that so far as the 
llritish Labor Government is con
cerned its contradictions ate bound to 
increase 'rather than diminish when 
this plan actually gets into operation. 
Throughforiner Under Secretary of 
State, \Villiam Clayton" \Vall Street 
has already let it ~e known that relief 
from the United States would imply 
no further nationalization, longer 
working hours and reduced real wages. 
The implication here cannot be misun
derstood. 

At the same' time there need be no 
doubt that the mOre the British 
bourgeoisie succumbs to the over
whelming American economic prepon':' 

derance the greater will be its fury 
~gainst its own working class. At the 
expense of the latter it will attempt 
to extract compensation for its dimin
ishigtg ration of the world economy. 
And the target of, that fury will in
clude the Labor P.artyit~elf. 

Precarious Positio'" 
OJ AttleeGoverntnellt 

The Labor Party was carried into 
power by ·a mighty 'Working class 
surge ......... stimulated and inspired by the 
demand for socialism ''in our time." 
Once the Labor leaders were in power 
they were faced with the implications 
of their victoty. 'Either they had to . 
draw revolutionary conclusions from 
thei r mandate - for there is no other 
(oad to socialism "in our time~' ~ or 
elsc frankly 'serve the capitalist state 
in which they found' themselves at the 
helm. Of course, they chose, the latter. 
Now the 0ttleeGovernment is caught 
bctwcc'n this mass' upsurge and the 
rising resistance and sabotage of the 
bourgeoisie, 'backed by \Vall Street. 
At the outset the government pursued 
its natiolialization program aggres
sively. I t took sOlile. steps toward 
social reform. Soon it began to retrca't. 
Under bourgeois pressure this retreat 
continucs. Action toward nationaliza
tion of the steel industry has now been 
shclved. But this will not sat.isfy the 
bourgcoisie.'l\1eanwhile,' the fraudulent 
pretensions about socialism confuse 
and disorient the workers. \Vorkers 
disappointment~ in the governm'ent's 
program, their confusion and dis
content begin to reflect themselves in 
apathy and diminishing support for 
Labor candidates. ' 

Truly ,the contradiction between 
the working class demand for socialism 
and the deeply ingrained Fabian cOli
servatism of the Labor Party tops 
has reachcd catastrophic proportions. 

Growing nervousness among this 
top circle is becoming increasingly 
manifest. It arises out of this con
tradiction whichh~'s already resulted 
in a large scale-left whig formation. 
So far this left. wing is confined 
primarily to the Labor Party parlia
mentary fraction. It is still, rather 
amorphous, he~erogeneouSt and lacks 

the principled leadership necessary 
for an intransigeant struggle against 
the betrayal of the old 1eaders. But 
the process is only beginning. 

This nervousness is paralleled among 
'Tory top Circles. Churchill' gave ex
pression" to it last August when the 
left wing revolt within the Labor 
Party parliamentary fraction reached 
a high point. Churchill praisetl the 
cabinet members as men of '''ex
perience and' self-restraint." But, he 
said, they might be overthrown in 
their own party. This is the spectre 
haunting the Tories, the fear of further 
Jeftward developments-developments 
toward revolutionary action. 

Growth 01 Lelt Wing 
This fea'l~ is felt most acutely by 

the leaders of the Labor Party, whose 
contact with elements' of revolt is far 
more direct. And, it is well founded. 
It woutd be the greatest mistake to 
undercstimate the real importance of 
this present left wing development. 
There is sufficient evidence of its 
sprcad among the lower uni ts of the 
Labor Party. Its general programmatic 
lcvel can perhaps be best judged by 
the composite resolutions submItted 
to the Iast annual Labor Party con
ference. One of these resolution 
deplored British support in the UN 
fot the Truman Doctrine-which was 
viewed as a declu.ration of w4l.r on 
Eqropean socialism' - and demanded 
the withdrawal of British troops from 
Greece. Another resolution voiced a 
critical attitude to British "subser
vience to capitalist America" and 
demanded closeJ' cooperation with So
viet Russia. A third demanded reduc~ 
tion of the armed forces Hconsiderably 
below" government proposals. A 
fourth demanded stronger representa
tion of workers in controlling nation
alized industries. A fifth demanded 
government resistance· to capitalist 
pressure hindering the sociaJization of. 
German industries in the British zone 
of occupation. A sixth demanded equal 
~tatus for the c.olored and white races 
in colonies arid the swift carrying out 
of socialist measures in these regions. 
A seventh demanded dem~)('ratization 

'of the educational system. An eighth 
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demanded equal pay for women in 
government jobs. Lastly a resolution 
demanded democratization of the 
armed forces. 

The Labor Party itself is the Briti!'h 
working class in politicai action. Its 
einergencc was described by Trotsky 
as ."a priceless historical achievement. 
which even now can neyer be nulli
fied.". Relations between the Labor 
Party (and . the trade unions arc 
thoroughly coordinated.' Jointly the 
two form an almost ideal combination 
for political action, and economic 
organization. It is true that the Labor 
Party now operates .on a purely par
liamentary plane. 1.1 is equally true' 
that: the more decisive actions and 
st ruggles occur olltside of parliamell 1 
~tnclW ensue .in the main from the 
economic conflict between c~lpilal al1d 
labor. Parliamentary activiti~'l reaJis
tically conceived, should be supple
ment:lry to the latter. Yet ttre prob
lems and actions of both organizations, 
regardless of the field in which these 
~ccur, become constantly more political 
in nature. 

For the Labor Party is now the 
main focussing point. I t is the govern
ing party. Issues of the highest social 
and political order must be delineated 
'and fought -out within its ranks. And 
it is impQrtant not merely in relation 
to the present political actions, but 
even more S9, in relatioh to the 
ideological development of the British 
working class. It is thus an ideal arena 
of struggle for conscious revolutionists. 

Today the combination of the Labor 
Party and the trade unions appears 
in its most truncated torm. I t asserts 
itself primarily in bureaucratic coBu-, 
sion attop levels. The trade unioh lead
ship is integrated ever more 'with the 
political state. I ts task is. to hold the 
rank and file in check, to assure sub, 
mission, to the government program 
of loading the burden of the crisis ,on 
to the broad backs"of the workers. I t~ 
task, is 'to function as the political 
police depriving the unions of their 
'independence for the benefit of the 
capitalist state. Hence, as already 
noted, worker resistance find" an outlet 
mostly thrOlJgh unauthorized strikes in 
defiance of the bureaucratic leader-

ship. A .certain parallel can be drawn 
between the revolts in the Labor 
Party and .in the trade unions. These
revolts can be expected to increase in 
both organizations as the left wing 
takes on more definite for'm and con
tent. But possibilities for success 
depend UpOfl a closer interrelation and 
coordination of these developLi1ents: 
All the more reason for conscious 
revolutionists to be active in both the 
Labor Party and the trade unions. 

A. New Coalition Government·? 
The Labor Party leaders' fear of 

further leftward drvelopme,nts gives 
rise to rumors at each recurrent crisis 
of a possible return to a coalition gov
ernment. Thi~ Inay seem paradoxical 
in view of}lh.e' p"arty's great prepon
derance in the last elections. But it is 
precisely tllis preponderance which 
nourishes the fear: for a working class 
conscious of its strength aims to 
utilize it. 

I n stemming mass action, the hope
'lessly conservative top leaders have 
displayed time and again their feeling 
of greater comfort by direct collabora
tion with the bourgeoisie. Thus parallel 
with the growth of their fears increase 
their retreats and capitUlations to the 
bourgeoisie. Politics engender its own 
inescapable logic. Once these leaders 
h'ave said A, they also must say B. 
One such retreat leads inexorably to 
another, and by its very 'logic to a 
return of coalition. 

However, that means precipitating 
.a split in the Labor Party: A. prospect 
that is not too remote even without a 
return to coalition. In any event, they 
would not be capable of splitting the 
working class forces. They could only 
reenact the inglorious 1931 walkout 
of Ramsay Macponald and his 
faithful ten, from which the Labor 
Party would draw, new strength. 

For t.he mighty working class up 
surge, which lifted the Labor Party 
to power, will hardly "recede respect
fully." The working class strove to
ward a defi(1ite objective; and it will 
event4ally insist on reaching that ob
jective. It will do that confident of its 
strength. The working class knows it 
created the Labor Party and carried 

it to its election victory· on a program 
of "Socialism in our time." The work
ing class expects actions and r~sults. 
If this cannot be attained under the 
present leadership the working class 
will throw it into discard -and create 
a new Olle. 

Toward a Showdown 
As Engels predicted, convet'sion into 

state property only brings the capitalist 
production relations to a head: ;'But 
brought to a head," he added, "it 
topples over. State ownership! of the 
productive forces is not the solution 
of the connict, but concealed within 
it are the technical conditions thaI 
form the elemeilts of that chai1ge ... 
And this c~n only come· abollt 'J)' 

society openly and directly taking 
possession of the pr.oductive forces 
which have outgrown' all control except 
that of society as a whole." 

I t is. in this sense that the present 
Labor Government represents the first 
stage. Now left wing developinents 
are beginning to take fonn, to work 
out a program and policies of a more 
definite socialist content, for the fleX. 

stage. 

Trotsky once said that the B.ritish 
working class ~ill I'very probably be 
obliged to replace its leadership' a 
number of times before a party will 
be born which truly corresponds to 
the historical situation andftasks of 
the Briti;h proletariat." And he added: 
"It will take much less time to trans
form the Labor Party into a revolu
tionary party than was required for 
its creation." 

The first step in this transformation 
is to recognize that genuil,1e socialism, 
the soci':llization of all economic acti-: 
vity, cannot be achieved without a 
revolution. No ruling class ever gave 
up its power without a stru,ggle. Least 
of all can this be expected from the 
British bourgeoisie which has behind 
it centuries of universal banditry. Al
tho'ugh forced to the wall by the 
decline of the el11pire, and by working 
class pressure, its position has not 
been weakened ,m,aterially by the rule 
of the Labor· Government. 

But, as the failure of . this Govern-
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ment's attempt to find a solution to 
Britain's difficulties on' a capitalist 
basis become more clearly demon
strated, the working class will have 
gained a new and priceless experience, 
The impact of this experience, con~ 
ditioned by accelerating capitalist 
crisis and decay, must produce within 
its ranks a further profound shift to 
the left. For what is now involved is 
the very existence of two classes whose 
interests are irreconcilably opposed and 
whose destiny can be settled only by 
a struggle to the bitter end 

among the masses about the fraudulent process, but not to alter its funda
mental course. .pretensions of the Labor leaders. \Vith 

a further shift to the left, this relation
ship will also change in favor of the 
revolutionists, when they draw for the 

TrotskY reminded us that: Hln the 
decisive struggle against the prole
tariat the English bourgeoisie will 
receive the most powerful support 
from the bourgeoisie of the United 
States, while the English proletariat 
will draw its strength in the first place 
from the working class in Europe and 
the subject nations in the British 
colonies.". Today it is possible to add, 
that the British working class will 
draw further strength also from the 
American working class moving for
ward to a greater consciousness of its 

Cpmpared. to the mighty host of the 
Labor Party the consciously revolu
tionary forces are still numeri.cally 
small. This quantitative relationship 
reflects the illusions that still exist 

. masses· the necessary conclusions. of 
their common experience: irreconcil
able opposition to the \",hole con
servative bureaucracy, . and for a new 
leadership committed to a genuinely 
socialist policy. Not only will the 
quantitative relationship then change, . 
but· the revolutionists wiil in the 
further pro,cess advance to stand ~t 
the 'head of the movement. 

And what about American im
perialist inetetvention? Will that change 
. or reverse this process? WaH Street's 
mterventi6n may serve to retard the 

destiny. . 

February 1948. 

THE MARSHALL PLAN • I 
Its History and Development 

By Pablo 

A Marshall tlidea" came first before there was actually 
a· Marshall tlplan .'" The latter took form only as eVents 
compelled Washington to elimiriate empirical groping al'ld 
to formulate a policy upon the~ close of this war consistent 
with its role as the leading power in the capitalist world. 
This role conferred upon the United States by the im
perialist struggle and by present conditions' in the capitalist 
world demanded a more· coherent strategy corresponding 
not.only to the ·imme4iate intereSts of Yankee' imperialism, 
but also t6its long-term interests. 

The evolution of American policy between 1946 and 
1948, from Byrnes to the Marshall Plan via the "Truman 
Doctrine" as formulated in the speech of March 12, 1947 
and applied in Greece and Turkey, is distinguished· in its 
rise from empiricism and instinctiv~ reaction' to a political 
arid military doctrine reflecting a clearer and more serious 

. awareness of the facts of international reality by the 
present leaders of the American capitalist class and their 
development of a method of dealing with this reality. The 
conception of the Marshiiall Plan; as it emerges on the eve, 
of its discussion in Congress, is based on economit, political 
and military considerations. It pursues two aims: . 

a) To contain a new Soviet thrust in the near future 
by supporting the capitalist structure of Western Europe 
which is 011; the verge of collapse: 

b) To give this support a content that can l at the 
same time, assure what Truman calls in his statement of 
ja'nuary 14,· 1948, "long-term prosperity" for American 
economy. This means, to rebuild shattered European 

capitalism under American control, which WIll prevent an 
independent development of productive forces in Europe 
capable of competing with American economy, and yet 
."lssure the hitter a maximum of possible markets. This 
\vould permit the maintenance of the present level of 
production in the United States, the postponement of the 
outbreak of the economic crIsis, and limi t the scope of the 
crisis in case it,should come. 

These economic aims of the Marshall Plan are in
terlaced with more specifically political and military ob
jectives. SuCcess of the plan would bring in the immediate 
future, with tha consolidation of the economic situation of 
'Vestern 'Europe, the political· stabilization of regimes 
su~sidized by AmeriCan imperialism, and capable of effec
tivery backing 'it, in a rnore distant perspective, in event 
of a conflict with the USSR . 

On the other hand, from the purely military point of 
view, the Marshall Plan corresponds to the evolution of 
American strategy which is increasingly oriented towards 
the utilization of its superiority in Atomic weapons. These 
are to be employed by its naval and aerial forces operating 
from bases located outside the European continent, with 
the objective of directing the attack immediately against 
the very heart of the USSR, to the vital centers of its 
economic and industrial power. From this point of view, 
the Marshall Plan is really a step beyond the "Truman 
Doctrine"-at least in its original form of the speech of 
March 12, 1947, and as applied to Greece and Turkey-to 
a political conception of greater scope and concreteness. 
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In this study we shall examine the history of the elabo'ra .. 
tion of the Marshall Plan and appraise the concrete facts 
regarding it, as well as its possible repercussions on the 
perspectives of European capitalism. -

From the "'Marshall Idea" to the ,Report 
of the Sixteen 

Before it took shape in th~ speech of June 1947, ,the 
Marshall '\dea" had occupied the minds of' the most 
informed advisers of America's big businessmen, who. were 
uneasy over the imm~diate future of European capitalism 
and the catastrophic repercussions which its crash would, 
in the long rurl, have for American capitalism itself. 
, In addition to the warnings of Wadter Lippmann, in 

June 1947, just prior to the Harvard speech, Fortune, a 
magazine specifically addri~ssed to the "boards of directors 
,of Am~rican Business," contaiiled an appeal to these 
gentlemen to reflect uP9n .the immediate ,and long-term 
advantages involved in a' foreign "investment of 100 bill'ion 
dollars," spread over 50 yeilrs, especially in Europe, 
Fortune hastened' to .stress that naturally this amount, 
relatively very small compared with the 341 billion dollars 
tbat three and a half years of war cost the United ,States, 
would be place4 at the' disposal, of foreign countries not 
"for 'purposes. of altruism, but of world policy and for 
profit." It would be a matter of proceeding, under Amer
ican leadership and cont'rol, to "world t\co~struction 
thr~ugh a busin~ssman's concept of peace" which can assure 
a.long, pro~p~rity for American economy allld can prevent 
Soviet expansion. Fortune gave precision, to its program 
in this way: 

"To cut prices. (in t~e United States); to encourage 
loans; to fos~er Imports; to' send, engineering missions 
into the far places, tha,t is our specific four-point proposal 
for applying a businessman's theory of Peace with profit 
via Plenty." , 

At Harvard, Marshall spoke iq a similar vein. I-lis 
"historical" speech contained the foIlqwingideas: 

.a) TIt~ reconstruction of Europe': would require more 
time and effort than was at first believed. 

'b) Visible destruction, was less important than the 
organic disclocation of Europe's productive apparatus. 

e) American aid was absolutely indispensable for Eu
ropean reconstruction. 

'. d). 'However, it wa~ no longer a question of deallng 
with each European nation separately, but it was essential 
to start with Eur()pe, or a part Of Europe as an economic, 
unit. 

,'. Along ,the.se lines, he appealed for E~ro~ean collabora
tIOn so that It could benefit from AmerIcan aid. 
: Ih reality, Americ~n" ajd, especially for' Europe" has 

not $topped since the beginning of the J mperialist conflict 
It first took the fortn of wartime '''lend-lease'' and sub
$tqli~ntly the form ,of UNRRA deliveries, loans, ets. The' 
)otalamount of this aid, according ioa recent report (1), 

t. 

(1) "The. Impact of 'Foreign Aid Upon the Domestic 
Econ~y;U by the Council of Economic Advisers. 

an:o~nts of 5,908 million dollars for .the year 194~; 5,354 
mIllIons for the" year ,1946; 6,768 millions for the year 
1947. In addition, the United States has invested 3,386 
million dollqrs in the Irz.ternational Bank and the In-

'ternational M on'etary Fund" which, in practice, constitutes 
another form of Haid" to foreign couritries. 

Of this ~id, the great~r part, over I I biliion dollars, was 
givel~ to the countries of Europe between 1945 and 1947. 
Thanks to this aid, these countries were able to feed their 
populations to some degree or other, as well as' provide 
law materials and means of production for their industries. 

. But up to now this 'aid was given sporadically and 
without coordination. Marshall suggested in his Harvard 
spee.ch that it be replaced\ by a "planned" aid designed to 
~estbre' European economy and to render it· capable~ in 
the near future, of being self-sufficient. 

D,:spite its vagueness, the Marshall proposal, whiCh 
contamed the promise of a new injection of dollars' into 
the sclerotit vein's of European economy, ,provoked delirious 
enthusiasm from ROIne to London. ItaIi~ms, French ,and 
British w~re all three writhing at the time, in the throes 
of a "dollar crisis."Bevin rushed to grab the life-line 
thrown out by ((generous" America. After an initial con
sultation with the French, he organized the "Conference 
of Thre~," which t~o~ 'p~ace in Paris 'at the end of June 
1947, WIth the partICIpatIOn of Molotov, representing the 
Soviet Union. As no agreement could be reached among 
these three in appraising and utilizina the ((Marshall offer" 
for reasons that we shall examine .;eparately, the Briti;h 
,~nd French decided on the principle of a European con
ter~nce 'that would include all the European countries 
<l,greeing to participate in ((European reconstruction" under 
American auspices. 

I n August '1947, when the conference of sixteen Euro
pe~n nations took place, all the countries of Europe wit'h 
the exception of the Soviet ubuffer-zone" were represented, 
Thus the "Western Bloc" took shape, this time under' 
American auspices. Economic necessity comRelled British 
as ~ell as French imperialism to' bury their original policy 
whIch envis~ged, right after the war, the creation of such 
a bloc ~o~ oppose both Soviet and American expansion. On 
the polItIcal plane, the Marshall "idea" thus achieved its 
first victory over the USSR, calling forth from the V ry 
start a regroupment of the capitalist world behind Wa~
ington's golden chariot. 

The maiQ points in the labors of the Conference of 
Sixteen on. the economic character that American aid 
should assume have been given in the reports of its tech
nical commissions, which we shall now examine. 

, , . The Report of the Sixteen 
Th~ Sixteen' reached their first 'conclusion, towards the 

end. ?f August 1947, ,that American aid for the four year 
penod, 1948 .. 1951, ought to total 29 billion dollars. 

This 'figure was immediately considered excessive by 
Washington which, through Assistant Secretary of State 
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Lovett, advised the partIcIpants to be "reasonable and 
realistic." Washington sent G.' Kennan and Charles 80n
steel to Paris in order to modify the picture of bankruptcy 
of European economy established by the experts' ()f the 
Sixteen, and to reduce the dimensions of the requested aid. 
I t became known that the two American envoys, :-tssisted 
by Ambassa~lors Douglas and Caffery, were dissatisfied 
with the fit:sf projected report,'prepared hy the Sixteen. 
They formufated two principal criteria for such a report: 

a) It had to shoW clearly that the European nations 
henefitting . from American aid pledged themselves to be
come self-sufficient by 1952 witHout further doiIar credits. 

b) The rep.ort was not to be ,i~impIe list of demands 
to be met by American dollars, but had rather to indicate 
a real effort toward effective ecoi,omic cooperation among 
the sixteen nations. 

These criteria were repeated more clearly by the new 
American envoy Clayton. who arrived in Paris at the 
heginning of Septc·mber 1947 in order to revise the report 
of the Sixteen for the second time· before it was sent 10 

\Vashington. The Sixteen having already conceded a reduc
tion from the 29 billion dollars initially forecast to 2 I 
billiolls, Clayton set forth six tests, the principal ones in
volving domestic policy of the Sixteen and' co.operation 
amo~g them. Clayton, too, insisted that nations benefiting 
from American aid had first to stabilize their currencies 
and cooperate more thoroughly \vith each other. 

I n reality, these criteria clarified one aspect of the 
direction of Arrierican aid. The businessmen from across 
the Atlantic expected to invest their funds in Europe in 
fertile and propitious territory for American business and 
trade, thanks to the prior execution of a series of (a) defl'a
tionary measures-to check inflation; and (b) anti-protec
tionist measures-lowering tariff barriers and makitlg all 
\Vestern Europe into a space relatively free for the circula
tion of American goods. I n the light of these considerations, 
we can understand the whole series of measures taken by 
1 he capitalist governments of Europe and primarily by 
I taly, France and England, in order to prepare the ground 
fot' the adoption of the Marshall plan by Congress and for 
its application: the customs agreements of Geneva, the 
deflation policy pf. de Gasperi and of Schuman, the 
devaluation of the lira and the franc. All that was already 
implied in the final report of the Conference of the 
Sixteen. 

. This report, published in the last week of Sepfember 
j 947, contains a series of fundamental facts regarding 
the pre~ent economic unbalance of the European ~apitalist 
system and the means envisaged for surmounting it. I t is 
divided' into seven chapters treating in succession the 
)olIowing questions: 

a' H.istorical introduction and present situation of 
European economy. 

b) The program for European economic reconstruc
tion. 

c) Production efforts that must be made. 
d) Analysis of the financial condition of the European 

countries and means to be employed to attain monetary 
stabilization. . 

e) Economio cooperation among the <;ountries benefit-
ting from American aid. ' 

f) The program of' necessary imports for the period 
of the plan (1948-1951). 

g) . The problem of paynlents in order to attain a 
fayor~hle 'balance by 19;'2, making it unnel'essary for Eu
rope to resort to new American credits. 

It is naturally difficult to proceed to a critical analys\s 
of the entire report. \Ve will limit ourselves to examining 
its 'essential points. . 

The hi~torical introduction of the report points out 
the causes for the present economic unbalance and for the 
imperative need of American aid. Since a fundamental 
factor is treated there, an understanding of it will enable 
liS to obtain a clearer picture of the Marshall Plan. 

The basis for the p'rescnt crisis of European capitalism 
lies in the brc~kdown of the pre-war .economic equilibrium. 
fkfore the war, Europe and the principal countries com
pri!?ing it (England, Germany, france, Italy, Belgium; 
Holland) had an adverse trade balance but a favorable 
payment balance. The trade defici t was covered by 'the 
returns from capital invested abroad a·nd from various 
services (shipping, commissions, etc.). Their "prosperity," 
as the report puts it, depended on the maintenance of the 
following conditions: 

a) Adequate trade with overseas countries; 
b) Revenue deriving from the profits of their mer

chant marine and from their foreig'n investments; 
c) Exchanges of coal and various steel and chemical 

products among themselves and with Germany; 
d) The possibility of supplying themselves with mach

ines, livestock fodder, and fertilizer, necessary for main
taining a specialized and intensive agriculture at a high 
level, in return for exports to other countries in the plan 
and to Germany. 

The results of the war have upset these. conditions •. The 
report enumerates them; heavy destruction of the produc
tive apparatus, transportation and' housing by the war; 
reduction of soil fertility and of other natural resources 
(coal); liquidation of foreign investment~; dislocation of 
normal routes of i~ternational trad'e, disappearance of the 
world trade of Germany, economic upheavals in vast Asia
tic regions, rise of the United States as principal agricul
tural and industrial supplier to the other countries. 

AIl this has led to a fundamental unbalance. Goods and 
services move almost in a single direction, from the United 
States to Europe, while credits accumulate in the United 
<;: , ,-,tates. 

The report sums up the efforts made since the liquida. 
tion of the war in order to overcome this situation. I--(-ow
ever, despite the progress registered in restoring production 
and world economic cooperation, and despite the 7,746 
million dollars granted by America from 1945 up to August 
1947 to the sixteen participating countries, "it became 
(;vident in the Spring of 1947 that there would bea shortage 
of dollars, and that the entire reconstruction of Europe 
was t,hereby- endangered." 

On what considerations does the report base its outlook 
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for overcoming this situation ? On a productive effort based 
on the renewal and modernization of the productive 
apparatus of the participating countries, backed up b'y 
American imports of agricultural and industrial products. 
bz order for Western Europe to achieve its own economic 
level of 1938, it must, starting from its present lev;l, 
accomplish a productive effort equal to that realir,ed by 
the United States in the 11tobilir,atio1t. years 1940-1944, 
wbicb increased coal production by 34%, steel by 31%, 
electrical energy by 6/'%. The res'pective figures set by tbe 
1CP01'!' for JVestern Europe are: 33%, 60%, 44%. 

The report, therefore, has no greater ambitions than a 
simple restoration of the economic level of 1938, if we 
bear in mind that the slight increases for coal, steel and 
even electric power would be balanced on tbe aile ba1ld by 
tl)C need for re'l1ewi1tg tbe destro.ved, outworn or antiqnated 
Fltropean productive apparatus, and on the otber ba1ld by 
tbe anticipated intrease- of 11% ,in population for ~Vester'1l 
liurope by 1951. Agricultural production, except for sugar 
and potatoes, which will increase slightly, will not even 
surpass the level of 1938 by 1951, despite the increase in 
population. The same forecast is made concerning the 
merchant fleet. 

As for the increases forecast for-coal, stcel an·d electric 
energy, which must surpass ·the 1938 level (2)' the calcula
tions are made on the basis of replacing· and modcrnizing 
the productive apparatus of England, France, Belgium and 
Italy. T be report takes as an accepted fact tbat German 
productiolt, despite important progress foreseen. between 
,now and the end of 1951, would remain considerably 
below its pre-war level. . 

Thus' production of coal in England is· forecast as 
passing from 231 million tons in 1938 to 249 million tons 
in 1951, and in france from 48 to 63 million tOI1S. The 
respective figures for steel are: England; from 10.6 to 15 
million tons; France from 6.2 to 12.7 million tons. 

The volume of imports envisaged by the report remains 
that of a normal pre-war year, with this fundamental dif
ference: A merican imports payable in dollars go from tbe 
pre-war 40% to two-tbirds. We thus arrive at the crucial 
point· in the report and in the lVlarshall Plan: !that of 
payments. This involves the restoration Hby otl~er means" 
of the pre-war economic equilibrium, which would make it 
unnecessary for Europe after 1951 to seck new dollar 
credits. The report assumes, given ~ whol~~et of favorable 
foreign factors, that the pre*nt deficit in transactions with 
the American continent, principally with the United States, 
can change in the following way: 

(2) 32 million tons more coal compared wlth 1938, or 
5.7%; 9.6 million tons more steel compared with 1938, or 20~; 
'a two-thirds increase in productive capacity as compared with 
that of 1988. . 

(Millions of dollars) 

1948 1949 1950 1951 Total 

United States .......... 5,640 4,270 3,280 2,620 15,810 
American Continent, 

excluding U.S ..... ,1,940 1,820 1,300 910 5,970 
... --.-.-.. ~., .. ---.-.. -.------.. - .. --~ .. -----

, 7,580 6,090 4,580 3,530 21,780 

DefiCit of dependent 
territorie~ ....... " ;'469 260· 70 ~130 660 

. - -.-... -" .. ~- "._ ... 

TotaL. , . , ,8,040 6,350 4,650 3,400 22,440 

Less' Cal)ital available throulh 
International Bank • 920 1,890 720 600 3,130 

Total ......• 7,120 5,460 3,930 2,800 19,310 

\Ve therefore reach 1951 with a deficit of 2,800 million 
dollars against 1,750 millions in 1938. However, even in 

,this most favorable case, the following conditions would 
have to be fulfilled: 

. a) Lowering .of prices in the United States; b) restric
tion of present imports from the United States' c) increase 
in European production in accordance with th: anticipated 
rhythm and percentages; d) imports froD,1 other parts of 
the world, especially from Eastern Europe and Asia· in
creased exports to the United· States and the Ame;ican 
continent .generallv, according to the following table: 

IM8 
1949 
1950 
1951 

(Millions of tons) 

United Stater.; 
850 

1,110 
1,230 
1,480 

Balance of American continent 
1,310 
1,720 
2)140 
2,460 

But the United States is currently importing from 
Furope about 'one-balf of its pre-war imports~ and there is 
no reason to believe that it is going to increase its imports 
very much in the future. 
'. American ~conomy is evolving more and more along 
lInes whereby ]t can not only get along witfiout European 
imports, but is becoming the most formidable" competitor 
of European production in, all other ,available markets. 
Por example, as the London Economist correctly observed. 
none of the principal products of British industry can 
seriously interest American demand. 

On .the other hand, as regards the Latin American 
Illarket, for which the report of the Sixteen forecasts' a 
constant increase for European exports, we must not forget 
that the United States has very greatly strengthened its 
0wn economic positions <;luring and after the war in this 
region. The approach of the crisis in the United States will 
make it even mpre imperative to safeguard and extend its 
expansion in this market. 

T bus, in reality, the 'optimistic forecasts i·n the report 
0/ tbe Sixteen regarding the re-establisbment of an economic 
equilibrium bct7.l.)ee-n Western Europe and tbe A 1nerican 
con#nent towards 1951 res~ on thtJ illusory calcul,ltio-n tbat 
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tbe United States would consent to surrendering a part of 
its oWli domestic market and of the Latin American 
market, (not to mention the rest 0/ tbe world market). It 
does not at all take into account tbat such a turn is very 
unlikely, even in tbe case 0/ a normal development 0/ 
It merican. economy, and becomes absolutel), impossible i/ 
",,'t' .\Iart fr011l the perspecti7.Je of Ibr i11t' 7.'it a bit! crisis 1-11 thi' 
l,'uUed SILlteS. 'wbicb 'l.i..'ould .pwb it on tbe road 0/ c"Z'{'J/ 

11'ore rutbless I.'xpomiml ill tbe entire v.wrlt! market. 
\Ve have deliberately left aside a series of other factors 

which enter into the report of the Sixteen but which arc 
rio less uncertain. Here are the principal ones: 

a) The Report is based on an American aid of 22 
billion dollars (after having indicated the figure of 2C) 
bill ions). I t is known that there is no question any ]onger, 
('ven in the most favorable case, of having Congress agrce 
to more than ]7 billiolils, a reduction of about 22%. Under 
thC'se conditions, how em the forecasts in the report 
t(~g::trding production levels and monetary stahiliwtion be 
realized? . . 

b) The report is predicated on the lowering or prices 
~nd, in any event, on their stabilization in the United 
States, and on a rapid monetar)'1 stabilization in the coun
tries benefiting from the plan. Neither one nor the other 
are certainties, at least within the period required for 
success of the plan. On the contrary, the year 1948. is' 
beginning with a new inflationary drive both in the United 
~!a tes and in Europe. 

c) Thei report naturally ignores the class struggle and 
presupposes an ~tmosphere of ((social pe~ce" which will 
link the workers to productive conditions favorable for the 
capitalists. (No strikes, wage freezes, restrictiorts on food, 
increase in hours of work). I t is enough to niention the 
workers' struggles which broke out in France and Italy 
from the middle of 1947 on, and to evaluate them in the 
economic sphere in order to gauge the precarious character 
of these calculations. 

d) The report does not envisage the outbreak of an 
economic crisis in the United States before theend of 1951 
which; naturally, would upset the whole \vorld econon~ic 
and political situation. 

Still another supplementary observation: the report 
gives no concrete answer to the' principal question which 
is this: I n the hypothetical event of increased production 
~tccording to its forecasts, how can 'it guarantee the 
necessary. foreign markets for the surpluses of this produc
tion, in vie\v of the competition of the United States and 
the dislocation (conceded, by the way, in the report) of 
the natural pre-war world trade routes \\lith Eastern 
Europe, Latin America and Asia? Even before the applica-

tion of the MarshaI1 Plan and before production has 
reached the levels forecast' by the report, exports of most 
of the participating countries show a declining tendency 
due to the saturation .. of thel available markets and the im
possibility of finding new ones (3). 

Therein lies the entire problem. Despite all natural 
chstacles. there would be a perspective of revival for 
ElIroIx'an economy if t).lCrc were a perspecti vc of new 
markets. But the war has broughtahollt a stnl(tul':tl 
change in the capitalist world, dominated by the power· 
of the United States. American development. determio(!s 
1 he elimination of other capitalist powers from the world 
market and limits them to the most meagre portion. .. . ~ 

Washington's Poiut of View 
The report of the Sixteen, while being cont rolled by the. 

experts of \VashinglOn, expresses the point of vit'\\' of ,lhe 
Furopean capitalists on the method of utilizing Amcril'all. 
fllnds for attaining restoration of the economy of \\'esteril. 
rurope, ~lt least in its dimensions and its possiiJilities 'of 
1938. From another section, it clearly appears in this 
Heport that the British capitalists and to a lesser extent, 
the French, are expecting to head this reorganization of 
\Vestern Europe, by taking for themselves the lion's sha"re 
of American funds,' and by leaving the development '.of 
the other European countries, especially German~', as ·low. 
~IS possible. 

Events since the p.ublication of the report demonstmtc 
that \Vashington sees this question from another point nf 
view, For Am~rica, it is not a question of a disintere~te·tt 
reconstruction of European economy; it is a question 'of 
reviving \\!estern El1~opean capitalism only so far as tHi'S. 
t'1se remai1ls inotfensh'e to A merican economy and 
guarantees new outlets as well as all tbe political (l1ld 

1nilitary advantages whicb ~Vall Street considers indispen
sable to its 'lP.,'Orld policies. From this point of view, \Va~h~' 
ington is preparing to grant aid which is: a) limited, so 
as not to risk a serious rehabilitation of Europea'n 
economy; b) directed and controlled, so as not to stimulate 
an independent development of European productive forces~ 
capable of competing with its own' economy; c) favor.ing' 
Germany rather than England and France, in order -tho 
more firmly to keep in its hands control over the totality 
of \\/estern European economy, we will briefly analyz¢ 
these considerations in the next issue. 

(3) For example, French exports have stagnated since 
the middle of 1946, and the portioll destined for countries ,.,HIt 
"firm l~urrencie8," primarily the United States, has even' de
clined heavily. The same can be noted for Italian, Relgian,.ah'W 
Dutch exports. 
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Josef Stalin, Music Critic 
"Any musical innovation is full of 

danger to the whole state, and ought 
to be pl·ohibited." 

Plato, The Republic 

* * * 
Bureaucracy's iron fist has long 

since squeezed the last breath of life out 
of contemporary Soviet art, until even 
the professional enthusiasts for Stalinist 
culture arc embarrassed' by the hope
les;::;ly dull academism of Soviet painting 
and sculpture, the continual reiter~tion 
of the same themes a.nd motives in the 
same drab conventional style. The 
liter~~ry purge which began in Aug-ust 
1946 will undoubtedly succeed in render
ing Soviet literature equally worthless, 
if it has 110t already done so. In face 
of the general debasement of their 
wares, the venrlors of Stalinist culture 
abroad have l'~stricted themselves mOl'e 
and more to extolling the virtues of 
Soviet m uRic, especially the music of 
Shostakovich, Prokofieff and Khachatu
ria~. Thi~ has n"Ot been hard to do, 
since the first two at least have long 
been recognized everywhere as the lead
ing representatives of an -.-important jn
ternational tendency in contempOl'ary 
mUE-'ic. However, the Central Committee 
of the Communist Pal'ty of the Soviet 
Union, showing 110 more respect for the 
feelings of its lackeys than it has on 
more momentom'! occasions, recently dis
dosed that the Stalinist culture-vultures 
were enjoying themselves by mistake, 
for not onlv Shostakovich, Prokofieff 
and Khaeh~\t~l1'i:::ln but' the whole Russian 
mURic world Vv'N' found g'uilty of "form
alistic distortions," "anti-democratic 
tendencie:::," "atonality, dissonance and 
disharmony," ".renunciation of melody," 
etc, etc. 

r WHY 1'HE I)URGE? 
'fhe thousands of musicians and mu~ic 

lovers whose sympathy for contemporary 
Russian music is not politically motiv
ated were, if less discoinposed, equally 
sluprised. 'Why this wholesale denun
ciation by the authorities of a cultural 
export so profitable and of cOlisiderable 
propagandistic value 1 A careful study 
of the document (printed in full in the 
Daily ,V orker of March 12) establishes 
tha~ insofar as it is motivated by musical 
facts the cl'iticil-:m is not really directed 
against the composers indicated. The 
text names Shostakovich, Prokofieff, 
Myaskovsk~T, ~hebalin, Popov "and 
others" as composers in whose works 
"the formalist anti-public trend has 

By George Sanders 

found its fulle.st manifestations." Of 
these the first four are among the most 
frequently performed of contemporary 
composers. But the entire document 
fails to criticizr. a single specific work 
by any of these figures, the only identi
fied compositiOl: being an opera whose 
only performar.ce was a private affair 
attended by Stalin and other officials, 
the work of an obscure Georgian com
poser, . V. Muradeli. The Soviet com
poser wishing to improve his music by 
ava.iling himself of the specific criticisms 
leveled a~ainst his unnamed composi
tions will not be helped much by such 
formulations as "anti-public," "anti
democratic," "alien to the Soviet people 
ahd to its arth";tic taste~" "alien to the 
principles. of socialist realism," "reeking 
strongly of the spirit of the contempor
ary modernist bourgeois music of Europe 
and America." However, the Central 
Committee goes further and includes in 
its l'esolutioll a lesson in musical com
position, which we shall try to sum
mal'ize. 

Soviet composers are making extreme 
use of dissonances and have adopted ail 
atonal, formalistic style; they ha.Ye re
nounced melody and negated "the basic 
priuciples of classical music;" their 
work dh,;plays a "passion for confused, 
neuropathic combinations which' trans
form music into cacophony." It is at 
this point that Stalin's musical GPU de
tects the strong stench "of the sph'it of 
the' contemporary modernist bourgeois 
InuRic." This ~ast epithet is the only 
one which the ~tudent of contemporary 
wedern music will find unfamiliar, the 
others havSng long been stock expres
sions of the opponents of the revolution
ary trend whose foremost representative 
is Arnold Schoenberg. The very term 
"atonal" was coined for the express pur
pose of describing his style. These 
crjtics, detecting' in this new music only 
a morbid desire to reduce the musical 
order to a' state of anarchy, recognize 
the contemporary RU8siall composers as 
the leading exponents of "healthy" 
music and the strongest opposition to 
the "nihilistic" tendencies of Schoen
berg. Olin Downes, whose musi~al ideas 
are as reactionary as the political and 
social concepts of the paper for which he 
writes, heal'tHy endorsed the musical 
prir.ciples expressed in the Central Com
mittee's resolution but emphatically re
jected its denunciation of composers who 
"put strikingly into practice the very 
principles which the Central Committee 

recommends" (New York Times, Feb. 
22). 

In addition to their "passion for COll
fused, neuropathic combinations," Soviet 
composers are accused of "a one-sided 
passion for complex forms of instrumen
tal, sympllonic, text.less music" as well 
as H "passion for monoto11al and unisonal 
music and singirlg." At this point the 
musical criticism, apart from the ques
tion of its applicability to the composers 
under discussion; beeomes quite incoher
ent. How "unisonal music" ("playing 
of the same' notE's or the same melody 
by various instrul11c lils or by the whole 
orchestra, either at exactly the samc 
pitch 01' in a different octave," - Harv
ard Dictionary of Music) can give rise 
to dissonances is not explained, nor is 
it possible to u~1derstand how composers 
with a "passion for complex forms" can 
prefer "unisona1" to polyphonic music. 

"Anti-democra tic tendencies" are fur
ther exempEfied in the ostensible neglect 
of native folk-melody, as preposterous 
an accusation as one can level against a 
composer like Khachaturian, "whose 
whole art," as Olin DOWlles points out, 
"is based upon Armenian mel ody-:, , 

ANOTHER FRAME-UP 
The evidence proves that Stalin has 

pel'petrated another frame-up in the 
customary pat.tern. The composers in
volved and several not. even mentioned 
in the decree coniessed their crimes and 
thanked ~he Central . Committee for its 
"stern but fathedy care." 

It is doubtful whether the history of 
music knows a more reactionary docu
ment than the prescnt one since the 
notorious edict of Pope John XXII in the 
year 1322, bat~h;hing the progressive 
contributions of two centuries of musical 
development from the church. Violators 
of the Stalinist bull, however, will cer
tai') ly be punished more severely than 
"by a suspension from. office for eight 
daYF>," which waR all that the pope 
threatened. Mt,reover, the papal decree 
applied only to liturgical music and had 
no Ddverse effect whatsoever on the pro
dudion of ~eculal' music, which the four
teenth celltur~r advanced enormously. 
But Stalin's sh.ameful document leaves 
not a single musical genre within which 
the progl'e~sive composer may express 
his ideas withcut being tracked down 
by the GPU's musical bloodhounds. 
Every paragraph of this infamous docu
me:lt sneers at "originality," "innova
tion," "revolut10n," "modernism," ac-
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companying eYf'ry appearance o.f. these 
words with disdainful adjectives. Accord
ing to Stalin the "normal human ear" 
fjnds certain "wdden, dissonant noises 
eompletelyalien," but according to the 
best psychologists and music historians, 
the ear is historically conditioned in its 
tades. 

Folk-muRic is extolled, its neg-Iect de
notes an "anti-public" trend, it must 
serve as the ba:~is of "democratic musical 
fOl'lllS." 'l'he utterly reactionary char
acter of this demand becomes clear at 
once if we transfer it to the American 
musical scene. The outstanding product 
of American folk-song is certainly the 
Negro spiritual, which will remain a 
monument to the creative imagination 
of the Negro people and a source of 

rich esthet!c experience. But is there 
any "progressive" content in the pres
ent-day utilization in symphonic music 
of melodies the social origin of which 
is the misery of an enslaved people whose 
only solacE' was religion, who hoped to 
find equality only in heaven, "where all 
God'schillun got shoes 1" A compOSer 
may have his own pl'ivate musical reas
ons for wi~hing to utilize these melodies, 
but their U8e iR no more a guarantee of 
"democl'atic musical form" than the use 
of Gregorian chant or of any other tradi
tional material. 

anrf "trouble-makers" are blamed for 
social discontent, so the "morbid" and 
"perverse" inclinations of certain com
posers arc bla'ned for disturbances in 
thp field of tone-relations. But new 
scales and new harmonic concepts are 
not arbitrary inventions. They result 
from the organic evolution of the tone· 
material itself. "Dissonances" and "ato-
11~\Hty" will continue to crop up unless 
the whole rnusical heritage of late 19th
century romanticism, which includes 
·'the· best traditions of Russian music," 
is wiped out, definitively erased from 
the minds and memories of, men, for it is 
here that these present-day musical dis
turbances have their origin. Not even 
the all-powerful Stalin's Central Com
mittee can accomplish this. 

Plato, Pope .lohn, the Central Com
mittee and all others who think that 
bureaucratic proclamations can halt the 
evolution of musical ideas suffer from a 
common delu<cn. Just as "agitators" 

Czechoslovakia Since 1945 
A Brief Historical Sketch 

We are publishing below extracts of sp,ecial impQrtance 
from a survey of the situation in Czechoslovakia, prepared 
by comrades who have studied the evolution of this country 
in the course of the last few years. Bourgeois journalists 
have often cracked their teeth ovel· the t problem of this 
"bridge between the East and the West." AU the!r analysis 
offers is, in general, a collection of commonplaces. This 
article does 110t exhaust the question. But it ha,g the ad
vantage of starting with a Marxist interpretation of the 
hi~toric p'roceR~ and of seeking, beneath questions of ideol
ogy and "power politics," the fundamental social relations 
between the classes. 

This essay was written last September. The recent 
events leading' to complete ',Stalinist domination of the 
Czech government ,have put an end to the "idyllic"· condi
tions in this "democratic" island among the buffer states 
of the USSR. But the analysis it c'ontains does not in the 
least dimirifshin importance because of that. On the' con
trary, it becomes all the more indispensible to a genuine 
understanding of what has taken place and of the future 
course of developments in Czechoslovakia. - The Editors. 

THE FIRST \VORLD WAR MADE POSSIBLBTHE 
emancipation of the Czech and Slov'ak peoples from the 
iron girdle oT the Austro-Hungarian monar'chy. The in
strument of this emancipation was the Czech proletariat 
which had to bear the heavy brunt of the strugle against 
the German and Austrian bourgeoisies. But the ideologictrt 
leadership Qf this "liberation" lay in the hands of the young 
Czech bourgeoi,sie, which was in full flower at the time and 
based itself primarily on the National Socialist Party of. 
Masaryk and Benes, a party comparable to the Radical 
Socialist Party in -France. International capital, especially 
French and British, was for this young Czech proletariat 
not only a military partner, but also and above all a 
political protector, because it was a lender of capital. 

Theyoung Czechoslovakian state received as a christen
ing present not only the social question - the presence 
of a highly concentrated proletariat, the majority of which 
was about to go over to the Czech Communist Party -
but als·o the national question. The Czech bourgeoisie 
dominated a state in which its own nationality constituted 
a minority. The German national minority never ceased 
its struggle for self-determination, which was carried on 
for a long ~ime by the workers, under the banner of Social
ism and py the bourgeoisies under that of ,pan-Germanic 
chauvinism. The Hungarian, Polish, and Carpatho-Ukra
inian minorities, as well as the Slovak people, for their 
part .also·'carri~d on a national struggle. The particular 
fornis of these struigles, however', were determined by 
the almost complete absence of a proletariat and a (eal 
industrial bourgeoisie. 

The victory of the Czech bourgeoisie resulted only in 
secondary changes in the situation of the Czech prole .. 
tariat. The heads of the government changed,' but the 
proletarian remained a proletarian. Chauvinism was un
able to take root during. the first years ,of existence of the 
young Czechoslovakian Republic, particularly as a con
sequence of the workers' disappointments over the ma
terial results of the "National" victory. The Czech Com
m'unist Party grew stronger and experienced an expansion 
unpr~edenied in the working class movement of the coun
try' up until the fateful year of 1926. The bourgeoeisie 
then :succeeded in crushing the last important post-war 
wave of mass· struggle, the movement ebbed, and the Czech 
COll1munist Party began to flounder about in a state of 
utter degeneration. 

The ecor,lOmic crisis of 1929 hit the young state severely 
and it came to an appalling standstill. After Hitler came 
to power, the Czechoslovak crisis evolved rapidly toward 
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ci.ltastrophc~ The German proletariat among the Sudetens, 
the great majority of whom were at that time organized 
in the Communist and Socialist p;:irties, was hired to 
work across the frontiers in the Reich war-boom in
dustries. They returned each week-end with real wages 

,Tl1uch higher than those of the Czech worker, to say nothing 
of the unemployed dole, on which a large part of the 
workipg class population of the Sudetens had to live 
nreviously. Fascist influence began to grow among this 
.p(~pulation, and in the elections of 1937, Henlein's 
(Sudeten.Nazi) party received almost 90 per cent of the 
GQl"man vote in Czechoslovakia. 

After. the sectarian and adventuristic years of the 
third period," the C, P.undertook a broad turn to the 

right and became the instigator not only of the "Popular 
PlOl1t," but also of the campaign for an "Anglo-French
Czech-Soviet military alliance" with the intention' of 
·.'checking r litler, the aggressor." In panic-stricken fear 
(If the Third H_eich, the Czech petty bourgeoisie joined 
en masse the CP., which had become an exponent of the 
lnost extreme chauvinism. The excesses to which this ultra
r~ghtist agitation of the C.P. led (during the 1938 ~risis, 
the C.P. leader and present head of the government, Cle
ment 'Gottwald, joined the leader of the Czech fascists, 
()~neral Gajda, in toasts to "long life" for the military 
~lictatorship of General Syrovy) provoked unprecedented 
~ol.1(lIsion and- disoricntation among the working class 
m:lsses. 

Frolll Munich to "Liberation" 
rhe Czechoslovak crisis ended in 1938 with the l\1unich 

Puet, which deprivrd the T~public of all its means of 
military defense as ,veil as an important part of its in
'dustn·.· The short period of the so-called "Second Rc-A., . 
f!ublk" -,- rrom Munich to the occupation of the country 
bv I-litler in l'vlai'ch 1939 .-- witnessed the lamentable 
~;)Uapse of the "democratic" parties. The Comlnunist 
l~~trly permitted itself to be banned without any resist
ppq.'. Only the cent ral organ of the Party continued to 
,appear illegally, but undcr the -editorship of a group of 
Zino\'ievist and anti-Stalinist students. The Social Demo
cracy disappeared from circulation and the "National 
:~o(jalist'· Party of Benes experienced a rapid process of 
'ideological fascizatioll. Afte-r the occupation of Bohemia 
-;I1W 1\\or(1\"ia b.y German troops and during the first years 
o( the war, the masscs rcmaincJ completely passive. The 
T'dt_y hourgeoisie even hoped ror a peaceful compromise 
'\\-tt~h (;Crll1,111 fasci~l11, which did not demonstrate during 
t-'h(:'i"irs( few months the bloodthirsty brutality that was to 
t'Orlle ,,-ilh the outbreak of the war. 

':\l(lI·c~)\Tr. the "Allied" imperialists were greatly dis
credited in the eyes ot the petty bourgeoisie as a tesult 
_(if their attitude at Munich. The proletariat was stunned 
by the uninterrupted victories of Hitler, by the sudden 
ahd total disappearance of all its leaders, by the momen· 
t;:l.ry and entirely relative improvement in its material liv-

,ing conditions -- as a result of armament productk>n and 

the longer working day - and finally, by the wa vc of 
Gestapo terror. 

I n Slovakia, which had become an independent state 
thanks to Hitler, the peasant popUlation lived a life al
most untouched by the war. The agricultural product~' 
remained in the country and were not skimmed off a 
before by the Czech bourgeoisie. The German authoritie~ 
stimulated the industrialization of the country to the best 
of their ability. The clerical fascism of J-lIinka had a 
broad mass base in the peasant population, 'ftlich was 
exceedingly backward and corupletely dominated by the 
clergy. Slovakia, favored in this way, served Hitler as a 
spring-board to the Soviet Ukr'aine and at the same time, 
as a step toward Hungary and the Balkans. 

After the German attack against the U.S.S.R. in 
1941 and the beginning of a spirit of revolt among the 
Czech petty bourgeoisie, the situation began to change 
slowly. BlIt even .tfter this, the resistance movement did 
not become a mass movement. This was impossible due. to 
the place occupied by the "Protectorate of Bohemia anJ 
Moravia" in the Hitlerian system in E!lr'ope. For the 
fascist leadership counducting Germany's wa't, this "pro
tectorate" was both an arsenal of the Reich and a vast 
anti·aircraft shelter. It \vas administratively incorpqrated 
to the point where its annexation seemed certain to the 
fascist leaders. ~nd this permitted a control and a degree 
of terror unknown in the other occupied countries. The 
mines and the factories never ceased operating at full 
capacity up until the last ,veek of the war. After the 
dcstr'llCtion.of Lidice and Lezaky -- the two villages razed 
hy the SS. troops -- the peasants were so "terrorized that 
the abandoned the greater part of thei r stocks of wheat 
;md other agricultural products. 

The \\url<ing class viewed the activities of the para
dllltists, saboteurs and partisans with sympathy, collabo
rated with t hem from time -to time to a small extent, but 
never on a large scale. Because of this,. the resistance 
movement never assumed the form which it did in Yugo
slavia and even in France. The C.P. became stronger as 
the Russian armies began to win military Victories. All 
the clements which in the past had belonged to the Com
munist Party, now remembered it again and began to pour 
into the illegal organizations. Mostly, on the basis of the 
chauvinist propaganda which constituted the platform of 
the Party during this period. 

The So-Called "Revolution of l\luy 194,5" 
and the "Liberation" 

The "Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravi~l" was tl~c. 
last country to be "liberated" by the Allies. Even after 
Berlin's fall and Hitler's suicide. violent fighting continued 
here for some time. On May 5, 1945 the May insurrec· 
tion broke out, at a time when the Soviet armies were 
fighting some 140 kilop1eters away while at scarcely 40 
kilometers off the American forces, resting arms, were 
a,vaiting the arrival of their Russian allies. The Prague 
insurrection, the story of which has by no means been 
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fuIly clarified as yet, was the action of a relatively small 
section of the population. The ~sult of it was assured 
In advance by the military situation· in Europe. The' 
pr incipal thought dominating the participants was that 
of taking 'revenge against the terror of the Nazis. Each 
class of the. population which participated in the move
ment pursued its own cllds and strove to divert the reslilts 
10 its own benefit·. 'fhe lack of arms, one of the chief fac
tors inhibiting the mass character of the insurrection, en
abled certain groups, like the "police of the protectorate" 
and officers of the former Czech army, ~he· army of Gen
eral Vlassof -all of whom h'!-d participated to a certain, 
extent in the Fascist terror ,'!-nd were now seeking a way 
out by fighting on the side of the people - to play a 
role of first importance in the so-called insurrectional 
struggles. Into this movement the proletariat br~ught its 
most active elements and the recollections of its revolu
tionary tradition (creation of isolated' Soviets, etc.). But 
it entered into it without any organized preparation, (this 
explains the almost total absence of arms, which' were 
seized only in the course of the struggle) and with an 
extremely low degree 'of consciousness, after two decades 
of retreat, confusion, and demoralization. The only pos
sible result was that the Stalinist party succeeded in 
gathering all the fruits of the insurrection. As for the 
Russian army, whose prestige had not ceased to grow 
during the preceding months, it arrived in Prague twelve 
hours after the final capitulation of the Nazis in the 
Capital. In spite of this, and in spite of the utterly un
socialist behavior of the Russian soldiers and officers who 
robbed, pillaged and ravished on every hand, the Czech 
Stalin ists succeeded in spreading the legend of the ': "libe_ 
ration of Prague by the Soviet armies," a legend which 
has bec'ome deeply· fixed in the consciousness of all layers 
of so~iety. 

The First Year After Hitler's Fall 
\Vhat was the situation after' the insurrection? Big 

Business holdings had been mostly in the hands qf foreign 
or Jewish capital, and Hitler had appropriated it for the 
benefit of the {Jerman trusts. A small number of the fac
tories had been the property rof Czech Capitalists, but 
these people had coiIaborated with Hitler and had been 
eliminated during tbe insurrection. There could not, con
sequently, be a question of a consolidated capitalist class. 
The banks and factories no longer had owners. This is 
the special situation which the IIprovisional' government," 
was to face 'on its return to Prague some days' after the 
"liber~tion". 

The Prague insurrection had moreover left profound 
traces in the minds and hearts of the working class of 
Bohemia and Moravia. In a number of places, improvised 
workers' councils, "national" committees and workers' 
militias seized the local powers. The trade un'ions, "united" 
under Hitler, were taken over again by their fOrmer 
cadres. These had at first collaborated' with the Nazis, 
and then, in order to redeem themselves, had built u'p 

toward the end of 1944, tqgethcr,\vith som~ young work· 
ers and intellectuals, a trade union apparatus called the 
"Revolutionary Trade Union Movement" (R.O.H.) Be
'Caus~ of thi~, the proletariat possessed for' the first time 
in its history, a united trade union movement. 

The workiri'g class actions aiming at the conquest' of 
pO\\'cr were for the most part, needless to say, isolated 
from one another, naive and undisciplined. The lack"'of,re
volutionary leadership condemned them all without ex
ception to complete failure. But it is remarkable that 
certain working class layers had retaipeq. the essence of 
their' class, consciousness and that there weresevefal 
examples of fraternization between the German and Czech 
workers in the border regions where the two nationalities 
live together. At one place in a border'region some Czech 
and German Communist militants even published a daily 
paper in both' langu:}ges, called "The Red Flag." 

The provisional government decided to tolerate only 
six parties and these came together in the "National 
I'rent of Czechs and Slovaks." There were four Czech 
parties (the C.P., the S.P., the National Socialist Party 
of ,Benes, and the PopUlar Christian Party representing 
the extreme right) as well as two Slovak parties (ihe C.P. 
and the Democratic People's Party, whose main cadres 
came from the former clerical-fascist party of Hlin~a). 
Since then the political \ life of the country has in effect 
been concentrated in these parties, without any need to 
resort fto police terror. To understand this phenomenon, 
as well as the existence of a fairly liberal political regime 
compared with that of other countries in the zone of Rus
sian influence, it is necessary to take into considera'tion: 
'on the one hand, the infinitely better conditions of life 
and on the other, a psychological factor of great im
portance-this reiatively "small" Czech population's fear 
of nearby Germany. From this fear comes the desire for 
national unity and the pan-slavic sentiment which has 
penetrated deeply into all layers of the popUlation. From 
this, the C.P. has known how to profit more than any 
other party, bdng both the fiercest defender of "national 
unity" and the recognized political representative of 
Russia. ' 

The first measures adopted by the provisional govern
ment were the deportation of national minorities, the na ... 
tionalizations, and the agrarian reforms. We shall return 
more in detail later to the nationalizations. As for the 
barbarous deportations of three million Germans, as well 
as a part of the· Hungarians living in Czechoslovakia, ,it 
is, necessary to recognize that this reactionary "solution" 
of the national question which has nothing in common 
with socialism nor with, the most elementary "rights of' 
man" as recognized even by bourgeois democracy, was 
accepted .quasi-unanimously by the, Czech popUlation.' 
This indicates clearly to what extent chauvinism had 
penetrated the ranks of the working class and what an 
immense task of counteracting this poison awaits the re
volutionists of this country. 
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Nationalizations ,and Agrarian Refornl 
It is 'interesting to Roint mit that the, nationaliz~tions 

were proposed by the Social Democrats and accepted a 
few days later by the C.P. and the provisional govern
ment. They constituted a necessary ~ll1d inevitable measure 
since the majority of factories, mines arid banks were 
without legal owners. The only bourgeois Czechs who 
were still present, the large landowners and the man':lfac
hIrers employing less therl one hundred and twenty work
ers, were comple1:ely exempt from nationalization. Be
cause of this; practically no one was "expropriated." It 
must be added that certain isolated cases were resolved 
thanks to the use of criteria such as that of the "socially
minded owner" or the "good patriotic owners" in order 
to indicate how little it was a measure directed against the 
bourgeoisie' as a class. Least affected by the nationaliza
tion were the middle bourgeoisie, which remained virtually 
intact; commercial capital, to the extent that it was not 
in the hands ~f the Germans or their collaborators; and 
real estate property. 

The nationalizations wcr'c also accepted by the whole 
population. "The proletariat 'remained completely dis
oriel)tcd and passively followed all the slogans and all 
the explanations of the Stalinists. It saw no other perspec
tive than the one opened up to it .through the official 
labor movement. 

The natronalizations led to a bureaucratization of the 
(;(On0111Y unequallcti in the history of the country. Already 
under Hitler the different "planning" boa~;ds had sprouted 
lip like mushrobms after rain. After the "liberation,',' 
these organs were not only Ijquidated but became larger, 
more deeply entrenched, and more numerous. Accordin~ 
10 official estimates, Czechoslovakia today has 130,000 
to 200,000 more public tunctionaries than in 1938, while 
its population has decreased 20 per cent following the 
deportation of the national minorities. T.he periodical 
V cet;lictvi a K o'1ltrvla (Accounting and Control) , estimates 
that 48 per cent of the national income is swallowed up 
by public Administratiotl., And in 'these ,figures there is 
110 calculation at all of the enormous number of func
tionaries in the nationalized industry, an oversized par
asitic organistll whose small <.ind medium functionaries 
must rcst content with starvation wages while the big 
directors and the functionaries holding the highest posi
tions receive the most affluent incomes' in the country. 

] n ~\gricuJture, the deportat~on of the nationalist 
minorities combincd with the agrarian reform, brought 
very negative results. The lands of the German peasants 
were distributed amOllg the former political prisoners, the 
soldiers of the former CzechosloVllk army of the emigra
tion, the 'resistance fighters and practically all those who 
presented themselves to benefit from this measure." A num
ber of class-conscious proletarians were corrupted in this 
way. The big landed estates were': not transformed into 
collective prQperty nor into farm-cooperatives, but divided 
up amung a certain number 'uf medium-sized enterprises. 

As a social stratum, the Czech and Slovak agricultural 
proletariat was liquidated in this way and 'replaced by 
a broad straLIlTI of middle peasant prc:>prietors. The lands 
along the hor:ler villages were left uncultivated for strategic 
reasons and were transformed into heaths and marshes. 
Agriculture has been hit by an acute shortage of labor, 
c.tnd vain attempts to overcome it ,have been made by 
means of successive mobilizations of "volunteer work br'i
gades" and by the utilization of German civilians and war 
prisoners. ] ]owever, these pa'lliatives bring results only 
on the huge estates. The mass of middle peasants con
tinues to endure witl10ut assistance the enormollsly burden
s,)me farm worl, , and the mechanization of agriculture 
progresses very slowly. The anticipated immigration of 
Roumanian, and Bulgarian farm workers could not com
pensate for the loss' of the highly skilIedr German labor 
force, for in Czechoslovakia agriculture is thoroughly me
chanized and ratioll<ilized. Balkan agricultural 'workers 
are able to adapt themselves to it only with great diffi
culty. The only socjal SIgnificance bf this immigration' is 
the utilization of these backward elements as a means of 
preSSllre on the labor Plarket and on the living. standard 
of the industri41 proletariat. They constitute, together 
with the mass of middle peasant proprietors, a solid front 
built up by the "People:s Republic" iil \ o.pposition to the 
urb.m proletariat. 

All of these economic measures have been topped off 
by 'l monetary reform which, as in Belgium, was more 
radical and more effective than in any of the "liberated" 
countries. At the time of the Nazi collapse, the "protec
torate" was swamped with German Reichsm,!rks, Slovak 
crowns and the, crowns of the "protectorate." When the 
first contingents of cOllsumers' products began to flow -
especially the U.N.R.R.A. goods - this formidable ~c~u
mulation of currency threatened to plunge the economy into 
galloping inflation. In order to ward off this catastrophe 
the provisional government decided to void all the old 
banknotes which 'had, been in the banks as frozen, ac
coun'ts, to issue new notes - at ~ot more than 500 
crowns per capita - arid to raise' prices to a level equal 
to 300 pcr celit of 1938 prices. Wages were als<3 rai,sed to 
300 per ceilt of the 1938 level, but ~s' prices rose in a 
number of sectors well beyond th'e fixed levels, this stabi
lization of the crown actually meant a stabilization of 
the living standard of the workers far below that of 1938. 
Most favored .by this measure were the merchants, the 
small and middk, industrialists who still disposed of 
certain stocks of merchandise. The hard~st hit were the 
small stockholders, all those living on savings and also 
tIle petty black market traders. The acute scarcity of 
money greatly restricted the black market, which never 
attained the same "scope" as during the occupatLon and 
had to confine itself to luxury goods fiUhig the needs of' 
the "new aristocracy,!' ~ motors, automobile tires, etc. 

The Proletariat, and the "New Aristocracy" 
\Ve have already enumerated above the chief ,factors 
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whidl favored Czechoslovakia as compared with other 
countries within the zone of Russian influence, and per
mitted this country to enjoy a much higher degree ofeco
nomic stability than that of its neighbors. The country 
suffered less from actual military operations. Its popula
tion was greatly diminished by the tlic1nsfer of Germans 
while its economic potential was swelled by Nazi invest
ments in heavy 'industry. Under the Nazi occupation the 
cconomy had been tightly controlled by a highly ration
,tlized planning apparatus, which was adopted by the new 
r~gime under its two year plan - a production plan which 
Jlas nothing in common with the Russian five-year plans. 
1\11 this explains why the Czech proletariat seemed to be 
spared the terrible experiences of famine, galloping infla
t.ion and the brutalization accompanying continuous in
creases of the working day from which the Polish, Rou
manian, II ungarian and other workers have suffered so 
much. 

However, it would be false to conclude from this that 
the Czech workers have been living an easy and com
fortable life. According to an article in the periodical 
No've l1ospodarslvi (New Economy) it appears that the 
minimum amount for monthly subsistence, as calculated 
by the head office of the Federation of Trade Unions, rose 
to 2900 Czech crowns per month, a sum that does not 
allow for replacing household equipment, indispensable 
though that has become after eight years of complete 
scarcity. Estima~illg incomes of wage workers on the basis 
of several SOllrces (social security, taxes, etc.), this period
ical concluded that two lbirds of the workers and salaried 
cmployees in Bohemia and Moravia receive gross incomes 
lower than the mini'mum requirement for subsistence. This 
refers- particularly to workers in the textile, clothing, glass, 
ceramics, paper, stone" wood and food industries in the 
mills, and in the two lowest categories of government em
p!oyecs. As.· for domestics, employees in the cosmetic in
dustry, agricultural workers, gardeners, foresters, workers 
in the confection industry, they have an average income 
of 1700 Czech crowns, that is, less tban 60 per cent ot"the 
liv'htg wage. 

"Q.~rite another thing is the situation of the big bureau
crats in' industry and the government, currently. called 
"the new aristocracy." There is a huge gap between the 
minimum basic wage paid an unskilled laborer and the 
maximum salary o(the highest functionary in nationaliicd 
industry. The latter easily exceeds the fortner by 10, 15, 
even 20 times. I t is not rare to find factory managers earn
ing' 40,000 crowns per month (almost twenty-four times 
nl0re than the lowest pai~i workers earn!), besides having 
free use of a villa, a car with chauffeur, etc. 

The burden \ of these· un productive expenses on the na
tional economy is enormous. The periodical. "Accounting 
and "Control," which we have quoted above submits the 
state budget to a detailed analysis in order to arrive at 
an ,approximate estimate of the cost of the bureaucracy. 
In reference to the government administration itself -:
that is, the various ministries exclusive of the administra-

tive apparatus of the natiolfalizea industry - expenses 
were not less than 780 milliop crowns for travel and 180 
'million for mainteIiance of automobiles (excluding trucks.) 
What this figure represents is made clear by-the fact that 
with the travelling expenses alone of the.se gentlemen 
bureaucrats, no less than 300,000 families could make up 
the difference between their starvation incomes and min .. 
imum living wages. 

I t is not surprising that under these conditions, the 
workers and all those who can barely make ends meet are 
gripped with great discontent in the face of the fabulous 
incomes of the "new nobility." The newspapers constantly 
denounce the undermining "rumor mongers" who spread 
"f ant~{stic ligures" about the salaries of a factory manager 
Or a plant board chail'man, The functionaries of the plants 
in tur'n look with envy upon the functionaries of the bjg 
central i.nstitutions who receive the highest salaries of all. 
The general tendeiicy is to get out of the so-called produc
tive sector in order 1;p "make a place" for oneself where 
material advantages of various sorts implement wages as ' 
such, and where real income is well above the average 
(ven of the skilled worker. This tendency is manifested so 
generally and there have been so many scandals over it, 
so many thefts and embezzlements by high functionaries, 
that the Communist Party itself, which has always tried 
to appear as the ,No. 1 protector of the "new aristocracy," 
was obliged to initiate the idea of a "Decessary purge in 
the economic apparatus," The only aim of this purge, 
needless to say, was to be the replacement of functionaries 
belonging to other parties by members of the Communist 
Party. 

The Role of the Trade Unions 
The main instrument of Stalinist power, besides the 

key positions it holds in the government, is the complete 
domination which it exercises over the Czechoslovakian 
trade unions, the "Revolutionary Trade Union Federa
tion." This body alone numbers 'almost 2 million mem .. 
bers, from the manual workers on up to the director of 
the enterprise. The F~der'ation draws up the list of can
didates for the elections to the factory committees. 'It also 
supervises production in the factories and functions as the 
motive force in increasing production. Because all the 
managing personnel" it} a plant is organized in the same 
union local as the' workers, the local serveS the director· 
as an exceIIent'means to infJuence the moods ,of the work .. 
ers, to isolate "agitators" and "trouble inakers," and to 
see to it that everything is run according to his arbitra.ry 
desires. ' , 

The election of the factory committees was, in the course 
of the year just ended, one of the most disputed questions 
in the country. I mmediately after the itHberation," the 

, committees which were in general installed by acclamation, 
were composed of the most active working class elements, 
although for the most part, completely devoted politically 
to the C. P. Later one of the most undemocratic systems 
of elections was introduced. ,It permitted only· one list 
of candidates, that of the trade union local in the given 
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factory. In general, the politic~l .partiesin the factory 
reached an agreement before making up the list along the 
lines of a, proportional divjsion of the posts. It is inter· 
esting to note, however, that during the factory committee 
elections of the Spring of 1947, the single lists did not 
receive the teq\lireq two-thirds vote in n~arly 50 per~~nt 
of the plants on the first ballot. On the second ballot the 
union locals· in the plants presented other lists, which still 
did not receive the necessary quorum in a number of the 
most important factories in the country. The Trade Union 
Federation then bureaucratically appointed the factory 
committee, as the completely undemocratic electoral law 
permitted it to do. 

It would be wrong, however, to deduce from this 
event the existence of a widespread working class' opposi
tion to the regime. These elections' should be considered 
rather as an episode in the struggle between the four large 
parties in the country. In fact, immediately after the 
elections, each party presented its own proposal for chang
ing the factory elections law. The C. P. demanded that the 
single list be declared elected if it receives 51 percent of 
the votes. The other parties asked 'for balloting on multi
ple party lists, with each one of the parties, presenting its 
own list of candidates. Only the left wing Socialists tried 
to. obtain a truly democratic reform. They' demand~d 
that the workers be' permitted t() also put up independen't 
candidates, based on petitions bearing a required number 
of signatures among the wage earners of the factory. 

Besides bejng the object of politieal greed and the most 
effective instrument for regimenting the proletariat, the 
bureaucratized factory committees have become the cen
ters of large scale graft. The members of the committee 
are exempt from all manual labor, they/receive high wages 
in the form of "payment for extra hours," and they have 
"special" sources of income through the. arbitrary mani
pulation of the funds of the factory canteen, etc. Their 
sole activity consists in making a drive for increased pro
duction. Anything resembling the old class struggle is 
denounced as " reactionary" by the factory committees, the 
trade union locals, and the Federation's leadership. As a re
sult the proletariat, deprived of any other perspective, finds 
itself hemmed in solidly and passively follows the directives 
of its bureaucratic leadership. I t should be understood, 
moveover, that. the trade union bureaucracy constitutes a 
caste in itself, which often disavows the bureaucracies of 
the different parties. In spite of the fact that represent
atives of the parties form a pa~t of the leadership of the 
Trade Union Federation, it possesses a greater cohesion 
than that of the parties themselves. Especially, where it 
concerns the defense of the special interests of the trade 
union bureaucracy. 

Russian Penetration 'Into Chechosslovakia 
At the time the Russian troops arrived in Prague, they 

were welcomed most enthusiastically. The tanks were 
garlanded with flowers, the last reserves of the population's 

food were distributed to the ~oIdiers, etc. The red flags, 
the Soviet stars,' and the whole atmosphere surrounding 
the Russian army evoked in the proletariatremiBiscences 
of the revolutionary past and hopes for' a similar future. 
I t is an indication of the terrible suffering of the masses 
under the ,yerman o~~upation, that the r~~~tionary b~
h~vi'or, of the Russ~n armed forces aroused ,only fairit 
echoes and is; so to speak, forgotten today~' 

, The Sovietbu.reallcraty did not bring with it the G.P.V; 
as, the German occupation· brought the Gestapo.· The 
rumors about' this circulating. abroad are 'certainly er
roneous as far as 'CzeChoslovakia is concerned. Cases of 
large-scale intervention by theG.P.U. in the political life 
of the country are unknown to us, with the exception of the 
liquidation of almost all the elements of the army of Gen,
eral Vlasoff, who fOllght on the side of the Nazis. Other
wise, the' G.P.V. has kept in the background, and until 
now n() opposition element ha~ been either arrested, or 
killed up to the present But the influence of the G.P.U. 
makes itself felt indirectly. The fear it evokes hampered 
the organization of the revolutionary forces in the first 
days following the downfall of Hitler - at a time whert 
there were greater possibilities. than there are today. Its 
invisible presence still calls forth a reflex of passivity at:td 
silent submission among most 0' the potential opposition 
elements. 

The Soviet bureaucracy has. dismantlea a n:umber of 
factories in Czechoslovakia aiso. These·factories. were de
clared "war booty," and their equipment was sent to Rus .. 
si~l. The exploitation of the Uranium ini the Joachimstal 
Valley was declared a Soviet monopoly because of its very 
gteat importance in View of atomic research. The Russian
Czech trade pact establishes the principle of the Hpreferen
tial partner." That is, Czechoslovakia is obliged, to offer 
its goods to Russia fIrst and the latter often re-exports 
them to "strong currency" countries, while in best cases 
Czechoslovakia itself receives nothing but 'ruble credits. 
In spite of all thes~ manipulations, Russia ranks only 
eigbtb among the customers of Czechoslovakia. For the 
year 1946, Czechoslovakia's favorable trade 'balance 
[with Russia] was 70 million ,crowns. It is still not paid. 
Moreover,' it is noteworthy that the products delivered 
by Russia a,re rarely of Soviet origin. Most often, these 
are goods like Hungarian grain delivered to the U.S.S.R. 
as reparatjons, or German locomotives seized as "war 
booty," etc. Obviously the bureaucracy utilizes pressure. 
even in this favored country within its zone of influence, 
to obtain ecoriomic advantages at the expense of the econ
omy and the living standard of the 'Iaboring masses of the 
country. 

Politically, the pressure naturally goes much further. 
A "hostileattitllde toward the Soviet Union" was sufficient 
pretext'forexpeUing Spanish emigre Socialists from Czech~ 
oslovakia. The unanimous acceptance by the.' Czechoslo
vakian government - including the' St~linist ministers -
of the invitation to the Paris [Marshall Plan] Conference 
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~uring th~ past year was also interpreted as an' "unfri~ndlY 
'1-ct" by the Russian goveriunent. The fact that the IStalin
ists control the principal levers of the apparatus 'of repres
sion and propaganda, the fact also that the botirgeoisie un
derstands clearly tnat it continues to exist as a class, thanks 

only to the tolerance of th~ Kremlin - all this' explains 
why Russian 'pressure has not until now met with any major 
obtade. Future events will show if the pressure of thf 
Soviet bureaucracy will reach a poiqt at which desperate 

. resistance by the bourgeoisie will become inevitable. 

We Resume Monthly Publication 

Beginning with the next issue -- ,May 1948 -- FOURTH 
INTERNATIONAL will again appear regularly 

every month 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIVIIIIIIIII 

Last July we were CQlllpclled becatt se of !Steeply rising publication costs to re

trench and were able to appear ouly as a bi-lllOlllhly. The generous help of onr'readers 

and friends bas now Illade possible a return to.IllOIlthly publication. We 'take this op

portunity to he~rtily tlialll<. thenl. 
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